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Captain Fred FornofE of the New
Mexico Mounted Police was back at
his desk at the capitol this morning
and many were the callers who wished to congratulate him. The captain
modestly refrained from saying much
about the colossal success of his department in rounding up the kidnappers of Waldo Rogers at Las Vegas
and thus putting a stop to a series of
similar crimes. To a representative
of the New Mexican Captain Fornoff
said: "There is just one thing to say
am exceedingly
today and that is
sorrv for the father and mother of
Will Rogers who now is detained in
The penitentiary-- ra
young man who
had a future and whose family was
very well thought of In Las Vegas.
There is undoubtedly a great deal of
sympathy In the Meadow City and in
the territory for the parents of this
young man."
The captain said that he felt very
grateful to every one who helped de--

J

tect the identity of the kidnappers
and he referred particularly to the
good work of Mounted Policeman A.
A. Sena. His own splendid work, tha
captain declined to discuss.
Back From Albuquerque.

Democratic Reactionary.
Washington, April 11. Representative Hardwick of Georgia today introduced a bill for the repeal of the fourteenth amendment of the constitution.
The measure seeks to prevent Congress from limiting the representation
of the southern states because of the
disfranchisement of the negro which
cirtails the voting population of
those states.
Rammed it Through.
Washington, April 14. The House
of Representatives by a vote of 296 to
IP, passed late yesterday the Rucker
resolution proposing a constitutional
direct elecamendment for the
tion of United States senators. This
prois the first of the Democratic
gram measures passed by the House.
It went through without modification
and with a speed that brought protests
from the Republicans.
A
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bellious Wine Growers
at Epernay.

Epernay, France, April 1 4. No more
rioting is reported from the department of Marne, the scene the other
day of outbreaks of discontented wine
growers.
The vote of the chamber
of deputies in nullifying the action
of the senate in reference to the

Las Vegas
20,400
New Mexico Military
Institute,
Roswell
17,000
New Mexico Insane Asylum,
Las Vegas
60,000
Miner's Hospital Raton
10,000
of the champagne growing
Institute for the Blind, Alamo-gordareas has referred the whole ques10,000 tion to the council of state for setDeaf and Dumb Asylum, Santa
tlement. It is believed however, by
Fe
10,000 the populace that the ftrmv pnrne sunt
to quell the disturbance will remain
Spanish-merlcan Normal
School, El Rito
4,500 In the district for the ttm
hAinc
with military aeroplanes which played
Orphan's School at Santa Fe,
Santa Fe
10,000 a prominent part In the maneuvers
of the troops when the rioting was
at us neignt.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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St. Louis. Mo., April I I. Three perThe board of education m- -t vestcr- Carlsbad, X. M., April 1. H'11.
sons were killed, l.'i injured and prop- day afternoon in the oilii-- of Sup' i
Company ii of the First Battalion
V erty valued at. $2,ooo,(mio destroyed, intendent J. A. Wood in tin- High of the Xew Mexico .National Guard
V yesterday al'ernon by the most se- School building for the purpose of con- hail everything in snap.- for la
V vere storm that has visited St. Louis sidering a proposition to ins'al a tion Tuesday. Col. Warren S. Harlow
V since the tornado of lxixi. Thousands manual training system in the public and Adjutant Genera! A. S. Brookes
V of windows were broken by the hail schools next term. President .lose I), si cut the day in Carlsbad and nv;de
storm, many stones being three in- Sena was in the chair and Secretary 'he inspection of the company Tues-d.iX ches in diameter.
The IUirltington el- J. A. Wood was present. The only
They found evervt'umc, ii.
evator was wrecked and a large sec- members absent were Dr. J. A. Rolls. g( od condition. The inspecting o nBattle in Progress.
tion blown into the Mississippi river detained by a professional call, and iters were especially well pleased pith
1 o'clock
At
14.
tint rifle range, which they pronouncat
April
Prieta,
Agua
Sportsman park, where the St. Xicanor Baca.
of Piano.
J. It. Steward
Illinois. ed the best in the territory. Majo?
two long clouds of dusr. marked the Louis and Cleveland American league
A
panic took president of the National Manual K. V. Bujac entertained the visiting ofapproach of two federal armies f;om clubs were playing.
and ficer1; .iiid the ollicers of the Company
the west. Five hundred rebels under place when the storm blew down a Training Corporation, v as
Juan Cabril swung in behind the fed-- j steel flag pole and thousands of pa- exhibited a full line of samples,
Captain C. 1). Church, l.ieuten ,ti"s W.
of the game threw themselves '"graphs and plans for a system that W. lJean and II. F. Christian and
erals in an effort to get them be-ViU-no special manual train- F. F. linepp at dinner at his
tween the three hundred rebels at face downward to protect their heads hvil!
ana
mK
winch is well adapted
'eacners
of
rear
the
purv.
n I a Huei'M.
the
and
bombarditli
arms
from
their
the
Conipanv ,"! will
Agua Prieta
"oms- "ls proposition,. able to make records as marks
The tornado
tv. Troop 1 of the First Cavalry ar- - nH,nt f Kln stones.
touna lavor and no was given the eon men.
o swept
Bernardino
from San
rived
through Washington, Montgom-- i tract to
turnisn an onttit, tools, incluu
American
counthe
District Court.
Jefferson
troops.
St.
and
Francis
ery,
strengthen
ten work benches, material, course
ing
Court for the Fifth DisWiet
District
ties.
are
known
of
14.
Eight
jiersons
Secretary
toj
April
Washington,
of instruction for each pupil, for the
State Knox was at the White House have been lulled at the Valles mines entire next school year, for a sum less is now in session with Chief .fustic
Civil eas"., wt re
men
were
and
Two
killed
vicinity.
at 9.110 this morning consulting with;
than $Too. The system is one that lias I'ope presiding.
wH!k
heard
while
of Jefferson been
last
the southern
part,
largely
the president over the Munition aris-ivery successful in many schools
k
in session. This
was
01 .V;mt Prieta.
iu
an
while
automobile.
battle
of
grand
the
jury
out
riding
county
ing
of the country and has brought very
criminal cases are being heaid.
The conference was an extended one. Hailstones eight inches in cireumfer-Th- satisfactory results.
Cattle cales.
were reported at Shelbyville, 111.
cabinet meets today and th"
The course will include work in
uation undoubtedly will he di usseu.
Many cattle have been sold at
metals
and
for
the
concrete
wood,
WAYWARD GIRL IN BOY'S
Federals Held Responsible.
good prices, oik's bringing over
and sewing for the girls. Ii is
will
next mon'li and
CLOTHES IS ARRESTED. boys
Washington. April 14. The M"xh an
to
children from the six'h ta'tlemeii are begin
adapted
of
iew
to
the
ready t. g. ther
getting
according
government,
grade upward and twenty pupils from 'lie stuff'. The
Colorado Springs. April 11. Her each
range is in good con- the state department, will lie held accan
be
accommodated
for
grade
countable for the loss of life and in- anxiety to know if her hat was on the present. The board voted to fit tlition after the rains in February and
straight, and the habit she had of iup the old building, west of the pres- - March. The sheepmen will lamb on
jury to Americans at Douglas. Ariz.,
iiithe rari,i this year for the iirst time
continually "fixing" it, revealed the
during the fighting of fed :1s and
surrectos at Agua Piiua yesterday. faf.r tnat 0S4. Smith, is, posing as purposes. It is realized that this is in several years.
Road Building.
Xo matter whether thellire of the fed-;Willi her compan- - but. ne
i,oyi was ;l gjr
oeginuing oi development
Road building is receiving
erals or that, of the insurrectos
lion, John Smith, who she claims, is the right, direction and that before
dieted the injury, it will be th fed jher brother, she was arrested by
years Santa Fe will have a mod attention in Eddy county. A fine road
eral government to which the United mane officers at Peyton, Colo., and ern manual training and trade school. over the plains is lieing tmilt with
us
the assistance of the territory. Evetv
States will look for ropTi
brought to Colorado Springs.
Advantages of the System.
soon as official reports are received.)
road overseer is out with large forces
DAVID JANE HILL
A saving to the school district year-- j
roads that hav- - never reRESIGNS AS AMBASSADOR. Representations will be made to thej
it.
requires no grading
and in due! instirrectos hope by keeping it to se- - ly of $1,"jOO because
Mexican government
ceived
notice in the pist. The
any
specially trained instructor.
from the United:
Had Been Assistant Secretary of State course the claims of those injured (iire recognition
increase of population has mad? Ui
it. is in use in twenty-twstates.
It is undoubtedly Stat(,s of K.)jgeraney. Further light-will be presented.
and Then Minister to SwitzA
course stepping
the load .mprovemenr neeeisary.
true however in some of the cases: ng is expected. One American in luiiiil sequential
erland.
Carlsbad Project.
frnni
civth
th..
fill,
itit,
'
'
.
1,511
1...
that Mexico will have a coumer-- t ll'll'c
well, tiui:il null
iwiiuuil nlgU SCUOOl
Spring work is now under way in
il'tmmn
im
u
of;
i'.i.
Cott,
m(l mortally bv tlle ,mlk,ts y(,sttr.
Washington, April 14. David .Tayne ot contrimuory negligence
A course
in which the pupil reads earnest on the Carlsbad projec.
own
Hill, ambassador to Germany, has re- the Americans who placed their
ton is being much larger than i i I'jV).
The 1(jgg fo
(,ngagfd for(.cs ill instructions
to
thereby learning
signed his post. President Taft has lives in jeoparuy in tnei, anxiety ui was about equally
divided
Th
and!.
when 2,iKi(i acres were grown.
what he has read.
get as close to the fight as possible. amounts to fifteen dead and 00 wound- - apply
accepted the resignation.
from cotton last year w n very
profit
A course where everv model is
in
of
instirrectos
the
shrewdness
As will be remembered, the appoint-- The
ed. Two federal officers and 29 :neni,)()lne ,1I.tirlo nsefu, .,,, aMistk,
good, many farmers receiving $t;o.ou
their attack from the north ueu across cne
ment of Hill as ambassador at Berlin
1,11
inieniauonai
a' r' ,or 'heir cotter.
line,
course
de-i
constantly dovetailing '"
by President Roosevelt caused a sen-- ! of Agua Prieta so as to force its
when they were disarmed by Ameri-- . wit h all the other studies
More alfalfa has been planted
this
sation. Emperor William at first pro-- ! fenders to fire toward Douglas, has
course which through changes iti spring, Bringing me aciuai iKalfa
01,
a
v,apiam
oaujui
l,ul,s
believed
is
here.
comment
It
aroused
tested against receiving Hill but thej
The
ii.
nrsi cavairy crossed tne teachers remains unchanged
acreage up to over 1,1100 acre
It that they recognized the possibility itroop
opposition was finally overcome.
Mine with a message to the remaining
course so arranged and taught f:'uit me. however, were i't.ly juv- seems that Hill's offense was his lack that such a movement might result in
""-''"l,lllIStewm, tnat it is all times a part of and under pareti 10 ngnr irosi wim siiiiue,.-- , n,i
of great wealth. He had been minis- complications and the entanglement
,hem to surrender. This they refused (he supervision of the regular corps: it. been required.
The aer"a:;o
the
with
Mexican
of
the
government
ter at The Hague before going to
to ti( f"' ac,m limc- mit fi,1!l"y con-- of teachers and more closely unites vated this year will be the largest in
States.
Berlin. He is a native of Plainfield,
Istnted with the agreement of the in- the child to his teacher.
the history of the project. P ieache-Madero Goes to Chihuahua.
X. J., where he was born on June
Francisco' surreoto commander, to surrende"j A course arranged and written by over 14, ) acies in 1904, thv ve.ir tne
14.
San
CO
Antonio,
April
he
and
is
therefore
1850,
years!
10,
and fori men who have no superiors in theedu-itlatl:i:m to American soldiers,
went out. Since then ;i has been
of age. He was the son of Rev. Madero father of the insurrecto leadbe
over
to
to theicational world.
arms
their
turned
below this mark, though increasing
Alfonso!
son
his
Daniel T. Hill and Lydia Ann Thomp-- : er accompanied by
!
Through the contract with this cor-- ! each year, from the lime water was
son Hill. The young man received his and Rafael Hernandez, left this morn- - victorious rebels. A thousand Ameri-poration the schools are constantly in turned into the new irrigation work;
A. B. degree from Bucknell Universi- ing for Eagle Pass, where they will Jeans stood on the border witnessing
touch with the latest, thought in invin 1:107, until last year it, re.iched the
ty in 1874, his A. M. in 1877, studied' cross the border and board a speeialjthe fight, seemingly careless. Fourteen
education and have brought old high mark. Before the season of
dustrial
insur-with
the
Americans
on
Mexican
the
them
fought
car
at Paris and Berlin and received his
awaiting
to them all of the commercial
i
Vir-closes, it is likely that practicai- LL.D., at Colgate in 1883, University International to take them to Chi-- j rectos and one, J. C. Edwards of
her and material.
lv all land having water tight will be
of Pennsylvania and Union Seminary huahua city. At that place, they will giuia, was killed.
"
This will deixmd
under cultivation.
in 1902 and the Degree of Doctor of meet the insurance leader to disGeneral Wood Investigates,
FOUR SHOTS FIRED INTO
somewhat on the continuation of the
Literature from the University
of cuss peace terms. They go to Chihua- 14. Genera'
April
Washington,
CHAVES COUNTY FARMER immigration that has been fair the
Geneva in 1906. He married Juliet nua city in an unotnciai capacity
"jWoou t.hu,f of staff, has caUed on the
Lewis Packer at Williamsport, Penn- ascertain whether Francisco Madero,, nmlnni,r nf ,h ri4.,rfmpllt nf roI.
past months.
Roswell, N. M., April 14. An un sylvania, on June 3, 1886, and was Jr., will not treat with the Mexican orado, now at Fort Huachuca, Ariz.,
known man attempted to assassinate SALOONKEEPERS UP FOR
president of Bucknell University 1879 government on more reasonable terms for a detailed report of the situation G. W.
FerUllery, aged 22. of this city
to 1888 and of the University
VIOLATING SUNDAY LAW.
of than he heretofore indicated.
Gener
and
at Agua Prieta
Douglass.
near his claim in the northern part of
way rep- al Wood
He resigned and nandez will in a
Rochester
American this
the
stated
that,
county. Four shots were fired 'j, c. Montoya Found Guilty of Man- spent three years studying interna resent the Mexican government.
soldiers paroling the border have ex- ac mm, one
Laredo is Only Gateway.
plowing through the left
tional law in Europe, became professlaughter and Santa Fe Man Up
to
into
not
cros3
instructions
leg. After he had fallen he returned
for Helping Prisoners.
sor of European diplomacy in the
Eagle Pass, Tex., April 14. The La plicit
The action of Hm f;
Mexican territory.
.,.11.
nuu a .iru
school of comparative jurisprudence redo gately is now the only railroad
"ic nit, ..v.nl.n.
lute ..:nu
0111ui.iiig
tikhi
111 taking
American
however,
the!
officers,
times. He crawled a mile to the
and diplomacy at Washington, D. C, open from the United States to
Raton, X. M., April 14. The Jury
from the Mexican federals nearest
1899 to 1903, then assistant secretary interior of Mexico, the rebels having! messages
neighbor's house, and was in the case of the Territory vs. Jose
to
their
taken to the home of his father. W. Casimiro Montoya, tried for the kill
of state
minister to Switz cut off communication south of Ciudadj on the American side
Diaz by burning six railroad rades across the line asking that they F. Ullery, prosperous farmer and
ing of Jacobo Casados on March ISth
erland, minister to the Netherlands
and in 1908 ambassador to Germany. bridges. This is the first serious dis-- j surrender, will not be regarded as a
last, returned a verdict of voluntary
violation of these instructions.
He is a member of the permansnt turbance in the state of Coahuila.
manslaughter, finding that the defendant killed the deceased, upon a sudSituation is Grave.
council of arbitration of The Hague
Juarez to Be Attacked.
den quarrel and in the heat of pastribunal and was a delegate to the Douglas, Ariz., April 14. The citi-- j Washington, April 14. According
sion. Montoya who was a constable,
second peace conference where
his zens of Douglas are in hourly fear of (0 a telegram to the state department C1BARET
was called out of a saloon by Casados
pronounced views in favor of inter- another battle across the line at Agua;flom consul Edwards at. Juarez, 3,000
and killed the latter.
national arbitration did not suit Em- Prieta which may result more disas revolutionists outnumbering the fedThe case of the Territory vs. Flo-- t
He is the author of trously to the American
eral defenders of the town four to
peror William.
than yesterday. Three hundred one are within four hours' march of
reneio Martinez, alias Sanchez, was
many treatises, biographies and hiscalled for trial.
rebels are in possession of Agua Prie- Juarez. The authorities at Juarez
The defendant is
tories.
ta today and the port is closed. The are preparing for the attack and
No Reasons for Resignation.
barged with aiding prisoners to
Stand of New York jenpe by cutting a hole in a stone wall
Washington, April 14. The rea- Mexican federal troops are belisved many Mexicans are sending their
of the jail in Cimarron, Colfax county,
sons for the resignation were not to be approaching Agua Prieta from families to the American side.
National
League Ball
The defendant stated that, his name
made public, but the president in a the south, bringing with them maAmericans Indignant.
was Hilario Sanchez and that his
Club Destroyed
chine guns for an assault. Their numletter expressed great regret.
14.
The death list'
April
Douglas,
home was in Galisteo.
ber is said to be three hundred but is
Santa Fe
the
from
finding
increasing
may be much larger as more than; of rapidly
EMPLOYERS OF PACIFIC
in
or
federals
of
instirrectos
bodies
PUT NEVERTHELESS
COAST FORM ASSOCIATION. 1200 federals are stationed at Cana
1
places. The Americans of
nea and vicinity. It is certain that-thover
are
especially
angered
Douglas
i s and
will rush all available!
f
hall
jiool
government
proprietors for keepThey Will Stand for the Open Shop
that American citizens, who
their places of business open on
Will
Observance
troops to the relief of Agua Prieta the fact
Good
ing
1. .. .. t.
..:.
Friday
and Will Seek to Settle All Inthe Sabbath, in violation of the SunLocal citizens are preparing a mes- "ileneu .0 ue at .nucus.u uei. vHi.a
Not Prevent Game With
dustrial Disputes.
when the train carrying
eta,
to
law are set for trial tomorrow.
forth
iaft
President
day
sage
setting
Portland, Ore., April 14. Delegates the seriousness of the situation and retj,ls arrivd yesterday, were given
Philadelphia.
from Vancouver, B. C, Everett, Seat0:
to
110
the
line
escape
opportunity
STRIKE RIOTS AT
asking an immediate guarantee of
tle, Tacomia, Portland, San Francisco
is felt that if Washington f're. They were caught by the s.;u
It
Xew York, April 11. Fire early this
safety.
MUSCATIN, IOWA.
and Los Angeles today organized the does not
take steps necessary to the; denness of the attack, which was
the
completely
morning
destroyed
big
Pacific Coast Employers' association,
out
with
the
pouring
immediately
Four Companies of National Guard
American lives and prop-S"the principal object of which, accord- ertv the citizens nf Tlouelas mav arm of the rebels from the coaches. 1 h grand stand of the Xew York Xation-a- !
Called Early This Morning to
to
the constitution is the settle themselves for their own defense and Americans sought shelter around the
ing
league Baseball club at the Polo
Keep Peace.
ment of disputes.
The association such a situation might result in an station house and in a nearby church,
.
Des Moines, Iowa, April 14. Four
Grounds, causing a loss of about
will stand for the open shop. George indiscriminate return of fire from the hoisting a flag and calling out that
It is believed to have been companies of the Iowa Xational Guard
C. Mason of Portland
was elected Mexican side.
were ordered to Muscatin early today
they were Americans and
caused
by a carelessly thrown cigar to stop the riots among the striking
Rebels Hold Agua Prieta.
temporary president.
but the Mexican garrison at
Agua Prieta, Mex., April 14. Rev- Agua Prieta flanked these positions, or cigaret. President Farrell of the button workers.
STORM LIFTS LID
olutionists under "Red" Lopez today closing in, deliberately poured a dead American League team has offered
FROM PUEBLO SALOON. hold this town which they captured ly fire on the Americans.
It was
Accused of Forging a Check Frank
Manager McGraw the use of the
Roswell boy.
Pueblo, April 14. A terrific whirl- yesterday after a three-hou- r
battle here that A. B. Dickson was shot in
Boscoe, a
wind, bordering on a cyclone, struck with the Mexican federal troops. Re- the only galling fire with which the Highlanders' grounds, but McGraw was arrested at Hope, Eddy county,
Pueblo and crossed the business sec- inforcements are expected by the in- rebels raked the federals in this local- said this morning that today's game by Deputy Sheriff Jim Johnson on a
tion, taking the roof off of the Froney stirrectos who intend holding their ity, killing many and causing others with Philadelphia will be played on warrant charging him with forging
of the home grounds, notwithstanding the name of his father to a check for
saloon on Kelly avenue and exhaust- advantage at almost any cost. The to flee, preventing the shooting
the destruction of the grand stand.
town is an important point and the many more Americans.
$15 and cashing it at Orchard Park.
ing itself on Tenderfoot hill.
The
Agua Prieta, April
expected battle opened jus:
: !
west of Agua Prieta at
this afternoon, a federal de- tachment engaging the rebel
garrison at Agua Prieta. The
federals are using machine
guns.

1

Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller has returned from Albuquerque
where he was in consultation with
prominent residents of that city over
the route for the Camino Real. Mr.
THIS HAPPENED IN
Miller said that it has practically
PURITAN NEW ENGLAND.
been decided to build the road straight
north from Alameda and then north
and Print if
for one mile, shooting then over to What Would Boston Say
Mexico
Acted
New
Legislators
the sand hills in order to avoid the
Like That?
Rio Grande river. "We had a very
pleasant trip over the road in autos,"
Portsmouth, X. H., April 14. Sesaid the territorial engineer, "and Alis inexpressbuquerque extended a warm welcome." date New Hampshire
ible shocked by a dinner, given here
Road to Isleta.
F. B. Schwentker, president of the last night and attended by a party of
senAlbuquerque Commercial Club was in members of the New Hampshire
consultation with Mr. Miller here this ate, one of the features of which was
Mr. Schwentker said that some dancing by girls from New York
morning.
Albuquerque will continue the road to theaters, whose art was not of a type
Isleta, 13 miles distant four miles of which would meet with the approval
which have been constructed. This of Anthony Comstock.
improvement Would make it' easy for
The artists are said to have given
tourists to motor from the Duke City an exhibition which would make even
to this interesting Indian pueblo, and Paris sit up and pay attention.
the road would be of great use to
As the facts of this midnight orgy
residents of other cities who motor
at the Hotel Rockingham come to
through Albuquerque.
light it is apparent that the Seeley
Wants Those Reports.
dinner dance in New York had noth- S.
General
Acting Attorney
Harry
that would add materially to the
ing
Clancy has found it necessary to
call the attention of the presidents zest of the Granite state senatorial
of the boards of trustees of about a function.
score of institutions in the territory
Alice Montague, one of the quartet
which are receiving. aid from the ter- of artists imported to make the occaritory to their duty to make reports sion a pleasing one, said that she
to the governor. This is required by danced a Spanish number, "just about
Section 3, Chapter 98, Session Laws the same as the Salome dance," exof 1901, which says:
cept that instead of having on seven
"It is hereby made the duty of the veils she had on only one, and it was
several boards of managers of terri- zephyr-lik- e
in its gauzy effect.
torial charitable or OTHER instituAlice Le Farge appeared as "A Divwhich
receive
tions
any money from
rethe territorial treasury, at the end of ing Venus," and she came back, in
as
tumultuous
to
sponse
applause,
each fiscal year to make out an itemized and detailed statement of all re- "A Greek Slave." Those Greek slaves
poor and the price of clothing
ceipts and disbursements of such in- were
stitution up to and including the last was high.
day of said fiscal year, which shall be
sworn to as correct by the secretary, ARE DESERT ENTRIES
SUBJECT TO ASSIGNMENT?
treasurer or other accounting officer
of such Institution who draws and reWashington, April 14. The quesceives the territorial funds, and shall
be transmitted to the governor of the tion as to whether an entryman under
territory within the first 30 days of the desert land laws of 1891 can asthe new fiscal year; and any failure sign his rights after entry and before
on the part of any person or officer final proof, came up for argument beto perform the duties herein specified fore the United States supreme court.
shall subjeet such person to removal On the outcome of the argument will
from his position and in case he is depend the validity of hundreds of
a bonded officer it shall be considered assignments of this nature.
as a breach of his bond and be a misdemeanor in office, for which he may
be fined in any sum not exceeding
RIOTS
$".00 nor less than $100, which shall F RENGH
be recovered from him and the sure
ties on his bond as a penalty."
The institutions whose heads therefore must make report to the governor (although nineteen of these have
so far failed to do so) the places they
Action
are located at and the amount they Chamber Nullifies
receive from the Territory are as fol
of Senate Which Caused

buquerque

West Swansey, N. II., April 14.
Denman Thompson, the aged actor,
died, at his home here today after a
long illnes3.
Denman
his
Thompson
gained
greatest fame in the Old Homestead
in 'which millions of people have seen
him. He was born at Girard, Pennsylvania, in 1S83, but was reared in New
Hampshire. In his early professional
career he was a dancer, then an impersonator of Irish character and general utility man. He took up comedy
and starred in Joshua Whiteomb, a
play of his own, later remodeled yito
the Old Homestead.
His home was
at West Swansey, New Hampshire.
George S. Terry.
1.
George S.
Washington, April
Terry," assistant treasurer of the United States at New York, died this
morning at a hotel at Aiken, S. C,
where he had been ill some time.
George S. Terry was born at Hudson, New York. He received the degree of A. B. from Williams College
and began his active career in the
drygoods trade in New York. He was
secretary of the Dock Hoard tinder
Mayor Strong, assistant treasurer of
the National Republican Committee
in 1 304 and was appointed by President Roosevelt assistant treasurer of
the United States at New York. He
was a member of the Union League
and New York Yacht clubs.
A Crack Pitcher.
Toledo, April 14. Adrian C. P.
Joss, the Cleveland crack
(Addie)
pitcher, died at his home here early
this morning of pulmonary meningitis.

Washington, D. C, April 14. Rep
resentative Hardwick of Georgia today introduced a bill providing for the
disfranchisement of all negroes. He
proposes that the following amendment to the constitution be submitted to the legislatures for ratification. "That the fourteenth amendment to the constitution of the United States be and the same is hereby
repealed."
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fHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, S. It
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THE LITTLE

STORE

FIRM

WILL

CONTINUE

JUST WHAT SANTA FE
STANDS IN NEED OF.

FOLEY'S

Established 1856.

VALUABLE AGENCY

Incorporated 1903

Public Play Ground a Mile Long Given to San Antonio, Texas, by
The Capital Pharmacy of this city
Citizen.
has just closed a doal whereby they
FOR ALL COUGHS Af!D COLDS
will continue to be agents for ZKMO
San Ar.ionio, Texas, April 14. A
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
the well known remedy for Kczema, public playground one mile long, 200
Dandruff, and all diseases of the skin feet wide for its entire length, border- tickling in the throat. Especially
ed on each side with four rows rf recommended for children and
scalp.
The extraordinary leap that this shade trees, containing many beauti- Jelicate persons. No opiates. A
clean liquid external treatment for ful flower beds, a long swimming medicine, not a narcotic. The
skin affections has made into public pool in the center with two bath Bee Hive on the carton is the
favor in the last few years proves its houses will be d"'ded in perpetuity to mark of the genuine. Refuse
wonderful curative properties
and the people of San Antonio by F. F. substitutes.
Mr. Otto Paul,
This announcement was
makes it indeed a valuable addition to Collins.
Milwaukee, Wis..
for
the fine stock of remedial agents car- made today by Mr. Collins, a direc- says Foley"s Honey and Tar is still
repretor in the Civic Improvement League, more than the best. He writes us,
ried by the Capital Pharmacy.
They have a limited supply of sam- at the meeting of that organization "All those that bought it think it is
of
ples. One of which will be given free at he Gunter Hotel. Collins Gardens the best for coughs and colds they
ever
had
I
and
more
is
think
where
the
is
it
still
to any skin sufferer who wishes to
being layed
We
play ground
test the merit of the medicine.
A out, lies between South Flores Street than the best. Our baby had a bad
of
Gowns,
booklet "How To Preserve the Skin," and the International & Great North- cold and it cured him in one day.
Sold by all
will also be given to those interested. ern Railway tracks, and is a part of Please accept thanks."
the ground where farming by irriga- druggists.
tion was first demonstrated in San
Antonio. It is a famous show place hustling contingents has been arrestTIE DAILY MOID IIP.
with its wonderful artesian wells and ed, kicked down stairs or ordered out
Long Cloth
ten and
of the city. Nor has congress reared
Southern Corner Plaza. Scnta Ft.
highly productive
Telephone No. 40.
truck farms. The beauty of the land- up on its high horse and "refused
Ah, Sweet Is Tipperary.
Voile
scape will be continued and added to to consider the subject further," as
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
(Dennis A. McCarthy)
in the playground at an expense of direfully prophesied by the Journal
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH
Ah, sweet is Tipperary in the spring- $r0.00() by Mr. Collins. He has been would be the case
if a delegation
time of the year,
quietly proceeding with his plan for should go from Now Mexico to furWhen the hawthorn's whiter than some time, having had landscape ther the cause.
Messrs. Fall and
the snow,
gardeners at work, walks laid out, Curry have ventured into the field
When the feathered folk assemble and plans for miniature lakes and swim- and report has it that they are doing A Great
Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced
the air is all
ming pool all completed. This swim- what they can to boost and they
one
half haven't been run out yet. We hope
With their singing and their wing- ming pool will be divided,
for women and children, the other the Journal would not intimate for
ing to and fro
When queenly Slievenamon puts her half for men and boys. At each end a moment that the Democratic boostFOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE
CITY
will be a Greek temple-likbath house ers from Arizona would have the j
verdant verdure on
And smiles to hear the news the with pillars giving a classic outline. right of way over a similar body of
Box 219
Phone 39
Mr. Collins is planting two rows of Republicans from New Mexico.
breezes bring;
CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
FRESH PIES
FRESH CAKES
When the sun begins to glance on the hackberry trees, one row of English
The Morning
Journal has found
walnuts budded on black walnut, one another ally in it3 efforts to retard
rivulets that dance
Ah, sweet is Tipperary in the row of black walnut, and one row of statehood.
It quotes the Denver Rebudden pecan. In addition to this, he
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
spring!
a session of
publican as
is growing at the Collins Gardens Democratic predicting
talk with little result,
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Ah, sweet is Tipperary in the spring- 125,000 plants of different varieties, and says that we may
"possibly" get
all of which are to be used in ornatime of the year,
statehood.
The Republican is almost
Discusat
mentation
various
When the mists are rising from the
places.
as poor an authority and wild guesser
lea.
sing this magnificent gift to the city as the
It's an awMorning Journal.
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
When the golden vale is smiling with for all time, Mr. Collins said: "There ful dose for the Journal et
al, when
will
no
be
restrictions
whatever.
small
Its
a
but
Constructed.
beauty all beguiling
extremely powerful, makes
recent appointments had fixed most
This
be
will
for all the of
play ground
And the Sair air goes crooning to
things up so nicely (the Journal
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
public. As the city grows, the dethe sea;
to one MANN
appointI may object
When the shadows and the showers mands for parks will increase.
ment,) but it's coming quick and
ANY BOY
to
want
leave
as
this recreation place
only multiply the flowers
you all can't stop it.
CAN RUN
That the lavish hand of May will beautiful as it is possible to make it
The Morning Journal has the folto the people of my home. I would
THIS
fling;
editorial paragraph:
"The
lowing
montim'ent
have
rather
as
it
than
my
When in unfrequented ways fairy muENGINE.
the greatest pile of sculptured stone best laid schemes of mice and polisic 3oftly plays
ticians gang aft agley when it .comes
Ah, sweet is Tipperary in the architecture could design."
to running an 'interest' newspaper."
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
spring!
The Journal is eminently qualified
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
to speak
with
POLITICS
authority. Raton
sweet
in
is
the
Ah,
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
springTipperary
Range.
time of the year,
When life, like the years, is young;
GEE, What a Scrapper!
HOW'S THIS?
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your When the soul is just awakening, like a
The NewMexican is dancing about
We offer One Hundred Dollara Re-- j
like the proverbial chicken on the ward for
work. For sale by
lily blossom breaking,
any case of Catarrh that canAnd love words linger on the tongue hot lid. A few weeks ago that sheet not be cured
by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
N.
M.
Santa
Fe,
FRANK
GORMLEY,
When the blue of Irish skies is the "surrendered gracefully
to the in- F J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
of
hue
Irish eyes
A few
evitable statehood delay."
We, the undersigned, have known
And love dreams cluster and cling days ago it could hardly wait a mo- F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Round the heart and round the brain, ment wanted it right away.
Again believe him perfectly honorable in all
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
it. is trying to show the president and
half of pleasure half of pain
NEW TOOLS?
business transactions and financially
Ah, sweet is Tipperary in the congress how "illegal" it would be to able to carry out any obligations made
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
spring!
pass the measure at the special ses- by his firm.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
sion and defines the word "next" in
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
A marriage li the enabling
A Marriage License
act at great length.
IN ABUNDANCE.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
cense was issued at Estancia to Pab Meanwhile congress and the presiHall's Catarrh Cure is taken interlo Esparanza and Maricopia
Garcia, dent are solving the riddle and prenally, acting directly upon the blood
Wood-Davi- s
both of Tajique, Torrance county.
paring for the "amendment of the and mucous surfaces of the system.
If that Testimonials
Marriage License Issued A mar act to remove all obstacles.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
sent free. Price 75c.
riage license was granted at Las Ve- act can be amended so as to leave
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
We
If
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package gas to Beatriz Martinez, aged 20, and the president out and leave congress per
ALFALFA SEED.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
German Lopez, aged 20. Both are a clear field, it can also he amended
14.
14.
pation.
residents of Pecos.
to change the word "next"to"this."
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
Arizona
to
see
all
boosters will
$3,000 Damages for Ejection from The
Need
The "pernicious" You
Train R. E. Morris has brought suit those little details.
for $3,000 damages against the New activity of Fall and Curry may also
A
The contrast
for being accelerate the speed.
Mexico Eastern
Phone Black wrongfully ejected Railway
Phone Black
from a passenger between the telegraphic news and
1
editorial columns of the New MexiAND RETAIL
train south of Roswell.
can
would
loud
a
to
cause
smile
anyReferee
Appointed
Bankruptcy
RATON
one who knows the inside facts in
Attorney Leo Tipton has been apYANKEEcase.
the
pointed by Judge Clarence J. Roberts
We would respectfully call the atCERRILLOS
as referee in bankruptcy. lie will act
Morning
NKfin
in all bankruptcy cases filed with the tention of the Albuquerque
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiBg Coal. Steam Coal.
court. Mr. Tipton succeeds Louis C. Journal to (he fact that a delegation
Ilfeld who resigned. He at once held of Arizonans have been in WashingSawed Wood and Kindling.
a meeting of the creditors of Felipe ton for a week past, on statehood
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
bent.
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
They have interviewed conN. Lucero, a farmer, who is a voluncommittees
of
gressmen,
85
senators,
Telephone
Telephone 85
tary bankrupt.
both houses and dared the presiPracticed Medicine Without a
dent in his den, the White House.
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
medi- We can
'sed of practicing
not learn that one of the
of building material
cine without a license, Mrs. Mary Ry
mine run coal
that our Tailoring is perfect because
an, wife of J. J. Ryan of 323 North
that fact is well known all over town.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
TO
CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
But we may remind you that we have
Broadway, Albuquerque, waa arrested
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
on the strength of a complaint sworn Take LA X ATI V E BROMO Quinine Table
of
a
line
fine
received
Spring
just
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
to by Felicita Sanchez dc Candelaria.
Drngelstsinriind iconey if it ails to cure K Suitings and Overcoatings and that
C A I C Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
W.UtlOVK'S
Is
2
on
box
each
signature
Candelaria claims that he and his
now is your chance to have either or
Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
wife, mortgaged their little home to
both made up to your order. We
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
raise $50, which they allege, they
We Have Built Up
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain "
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
1
paid to Mrs. Ryan.
with
the
will
be
satisfied
charge,
you
Suit for Salary and Expenses In
too.
Modern Residences for Rent.
McKinley county district court a suit
was filed by S. A. James, who alleges
101 Washington Ave
that $183.10 was due him on Novem103
ber last from F. W. Meyers, for salary
Ave.
and traveling expenses. The plaintiff states that a partnership contract
was entered into last July under the
terms of which he was to receive $75
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
monthly salary for the conduct of a
comand
land
general merchandise
pany in Socorro.

Bros. Co.

Selipan

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds

White Jioods For Spring

Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

Our beautiful lines

Spring

sent the most complete assortment

choicest White Frabrics both
show the best
fancy and plain.
for
Waists,
everything
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

inter Grocery Co.

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

Louis Napoleon

Persian Lawns
Flaxon

Batiste

i

Groceries and Delacatessen

11

e

P.O.

EVERY DAY

EEL W

10

politicians

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

Its Hardware

Have it.
Phone

Phone

Santa

Don't

Reminder

LEO HERSCH

45

WHOLESALE

45

Screened

-

Lump

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

'ir

PHP

lUu jALl ad

TH0VUS R DELGAD0, Mgr.

Julius Muralter

RIDE IN THE MOON

R M. JONES.

Palace

TAILOR.

lOOD'TS

ISN'T GOOD FOR MIDDIES
OR ANY ONE ELSE.

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

f

Palace Ave.

Annapolis, Md., April 14. Subpoenas have been issued for the appearance of about a dozen midshipmen of
the naval academy to appear before
the grand jury as witnesses to tell
what they know pertaining to the sale
of intoxicating liquors to midshipmen
In an act
by places in Annapolis.
of the last legislature the sale of
liquors to midshipmen is absolutely
prohibited even to those who are of
age.

MARCH

ook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

Prom
WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very bent rough or dressed
j

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the
Lumber
ot every description. We are thui the north bound train and
enabled to make the very best prices Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack
teams.
contracts.

arrival et
arrives at
any other
and good

dentts Mak Pm
Eusiy emngmx
ThingComfortable.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Win is

Reed

T

Airyt&r&j

la tfce LI VffiY LKE
Driiers Fsraisted.
Don Qaapar

Am

Charles W. Dudrow FARE SST S5.00

-

WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
of exposure to the March winds.
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213
I

iSi
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THE PROPER COURSE

DENVER

How to act in an emergency
Is
knowledge of inestimable worth, &v&
this is particularly true of the disease
and ills of the hu:nan body. If you
suffer with backache, urinary disorders, or any form of kidney trouble,
the advice contained In the following
statement will add
valuable asset
to your store of knowledge. What
could be more convincing proof of the
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than
the statement of Santa Fe citizens;
who have been permanently cured?
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
recommended them in January, 1907.
For about a year I was bothered by
a dull ache and "eakness across my
loins and kidneys. I tried easily and
any exertion brought on severe pains
in my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
Pills highly spoken of,
induced
to try them. The result proved be- yond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills
live up to representations. The cure
and positive
relief this
remedy
brought, has led me to praise it on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

I 10

broken-he-

arted,

Own Knitting

j

j

Drings th e sunstiine oI tnesoutn lOvUour nome

HIS ADVICE IS PREPOSTEROUS

Denunciation of Race Suicide
Brings Forth Hot
Retorts.

t.

f!ltr,iw

f

1JOS5

lhnn

children are sterile and the parents
are not patriotic, meets with as little
indorsement among the leading women of Denver as it has elsewhere.
Prominent Denver women expressto
ed themselves today as disposed
put the the colonel on the broiler.
Some express the fervent wish that
he would subside, and others that
States.
Remember the name Doan's and Roosevelt's view is erroneous and
harmful. The following had decided
take no other.
opinions on the subject today:
Mrs. Sarah Piatt Decker "I do not
TO AND FROM ROSVVELL.
Connections made with Automobile think you would print my opinions
line at Vaughn for Roswell,
daily. about Roosevelt's attitude if I told
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- - you exactly what I think. Four nice
well at 8:30 a. to. and arrives at Ros-- ; children, of course, are a very fine
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves possession if everybody could support
The them and give them the advantages
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
fare between Santa F and Torrance they are rightly entitled to, but under
is $5.80 and between Torrance and present conditions they are a great
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto-- . undertaking. This is a matter that
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
conditions have to determine. If
' that number cannot be taken care of
it is wrong to bring them into the
I believe in better children
LAUNDRY world.
rather than so many."
i

MU&L

Mind Your Own Business."
Dr. Elizabeth Cassidy: "Oh, Teddy!
think he had better confine himself
basket leaves Monday Tuesday t0 the discussion of governmental
attend to
Returns Thursday and Friday. llstions1 and.!f omm
If he had to
raising
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop bear half of that four I think he
would beg off from having the other
Mrs. F O.BROWN Agent
two. In selected cases four is all
Phone No 23 Red
right. I got a letter yesterday from
a Pennsylvania woman asking me to
visit her son who is in a tuberculosis
Open Day and Night
sanitarium. She said, "I am the moth- er of 14 children and cannot get
La Salle Restaurant
away.' That woman had three times
her proper number, and probably has
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
not been able to do justice to the
Two iJOora below K. Andrews Stort
sons she has. Most of the others
REGULAR MEALS 25c
probably are as defective as this one.
Here is one practical example of
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
quantity as opposed to quality in or-- :
dinary life. I wish Teddy would go
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
back home and keep still."
Mrs. J. D. Whitmiore "I favor
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
families if conditions are fav-- '
large
New York Chop Suey 50c.
orable, but the rule will not apply
generally. If the parents are poor it
W- - H. KERR,
does not seem, quite fair to the chil-- ;
That is the sensible view, if
dren.
Agents HDBBS LAUNDRY
not the sentimental one."
Phone us, wewillbeeladtocallforyour
Another Adult Wallop.
on Mondaye and Tuesdays'
aundry
i
I think, in
Mrs. Helen M. Wixson
anui uttuverun mi
iiiursuays anaj r riaays
the first place, that it is none of
All work is guaranteed; your
Roosevelt's business. We got along
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
very well in the world before he be-extra charge.
gan this fad. True patriotism lies in
PHONE RED 122. PHONB RED lij. giving the children who are brought
into the world a chance in life. This
seems never to have occurred to Mr.
It is unpatriotic to bring
Roosevelt.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
into
the world who have no
children
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
chance in life, who will fill our juveI'll curl and dress the hair with grace
nile courts and detention homes."
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
Mrs. Dewey C. Bailey "We shall
Myshools neat and .owelsare clean
He
have to leave it to Roosevelt.
Aud everything 1 think you'll And
To salt the taste and please the mind.
seems to have so many ideas that
come easy to him. Let him talk all
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
he likes. Then let the people who
have the children decide it."
Mrs. Henry J. Hersey "Roosevelt
I think, only to those better
referred,
O. K. BARBER SHOP
classes who intentionally shirk their
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe.N M
responsibilities in order to pander to
their own ease and selfishness. He be

For Best Laundry Work1,

j

I

j

j

J

T. W. ROBERT S

l MULLIGAN & RISING

1

Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers

WS"

130

PICTURE FRAttilNG
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RED
TASTEFULLY
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PALACE

AVE

DONE.

Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men tor college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Health-iei- t
location of any Military School in
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Ten buildings,
furnished
thoroughly
heated, lighted and modern in all respects;
A. CAH0ON President
W, (L HAMILTON,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.

For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JAS. W. WILSON,
Superintendent
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vegetable product made from the choicest
cotton oil. Its source is the cotton fields of the Sunny
South. From Cottonfield to Kitchen human hands never touc h
the oil from which Cottolcne is made.
Cottolcne is a

M

Compare the source of Cottolcne with the source of lard
food throws
and you'll cease to wonder why
hog-fa- t
the stomach out of kilter and causes indigestion.
lard-cook- ed

absolutely pure origin and ancestry, and will
make palatable, digestible, healthful food.
Cottolcne is of

note the beneficial effect of
Lottolenc rood on the ramily s digestion and you 11
never have a pound of lard in your kitchen again.

Test

Cottolcne

fairly

If

Young."
FEELING AGAINST WILL
ROGER IS NOT BITTER.
Love for a Beautiful and Wealthy
Young Girl in Los Angeles Is
Part of Story Girl Loyal.

Mad e oniv bv

theN.

K. FA IK BANK

COMPANY

a. tture's Gift from the
3W!ny Eolith

COTTOLENE is

Guaranteed
Your grocer is hereby
authorized to refund your
money in case you are not
pleased, after having given

Never Sold in Bulk
(', H'Une is pricked
in
pni's with an ai r- -t till t top,
to keep it clean, f rer h and
v. hnies.-irne- ,
and prevent it
lioni t atchintj ilu t and absorbing lis.it; reeattie odory,
such as
oil, e.i..

Cottolcne a fair test.

would soon know every thins; that oc- one which Will Rogers of as Vegas RAILROAD PROJECT
the western slope of Colorado, and at(Las Vegas Optic.)
curred
blames for the first suggestion which
during the conversation.
AWAKENS ENTHUSIASM. tended a meeting of the Western
Love, rather than the book he men
"The unraveling of the tangle was led him to kidnap his nephew, Waldo
He went
Slope Congress at Delta.
tioned in his confession to the offiof
cers Tuesday night, probably furn- hampered at every step because in Rogers, is not known. It is believed Durango and Farmington Will Work over the railroad situation and
the unbounded taith everybody
however, that the 'Silent War' in th3
for a Through Line
tions with the representative men
ished the motive for the crime comLas Vegas had for young Will Rogers, Albuquerque library is another hook
to Santa Fe.
from several counties, and found that
mitted by young Will Rogers. The At the mere
whisper of young Rogers' with the same title as the one read
they all are very much interested in
to
to
have
said
been
is
engaged
boy
name in connection with the ease, by Rogers. 'The Silent War' by Mil- Farmington, N. M., April 4. Farm-- : the Farmington road,
a beautiful girl in Los Angeles, Cali,1.
ington people are feeling very enthu-- i
Thov
fornia. The wedding was to have oc- would
,hH, u win give thpm ex.
go straight up in the air, de- islie things, and a youth of Rogers' siastic over the proposed
Farming- ,
f.(,nnections to the
curred soon. While the girl is weal- claring that the idea that the boy age would hardly care
to read such a ton, Santa Fe & Gulf railroad. The
south, which, with the exceedingly
thy in her own right the boy, young would kidnap his nephew was prepos- dtci'. story.
preliminary work is progressing nice-- ' , , erd.
d wi
far
x,
and at the beginning of his career, terous, absurd and not to be thought
"Miss Nell Wetter, librarian, con- ly, and the committee from the Farm- t0 the roads that now havo
doutbless grew discouraged at the of.
sllperior
fessed today to being guilty of hav- ington Board of Trade having
h
r
t0 naui tneir stuff ov;r the high
thought of the hard work ahead of
"We suspected Will Rogers from ing read the 'Silent. War' some years
in charge are very much en
,
him if he were ever to be able to place the first." said Mr.
r
i
ui
uiimkimu
iw
lam
iuau
it
passes.
O'Leary. "Hut
ai;o.
couraged the way things are moving
fa.
n.,l.r hrri.-- IMni. chiiinlno
her in a home like that to which she was nearly three weeks before we; .. r
' '
know whetnPr or not it is along. They are getting some valua- dol.t
Then
"The
accustomed.
been
had
it
uul
vwsiriu
uau ugiueueu uie net arouno mm. i
siujit:,
game .siIpnt War wm Roef!rili ble data together, which wil Show
soum- Silent War" had its effect. "Why not practically secured his confession Fri- ne readj, said Migs Wetter. .,r capitalists that the road will be n will also nave as a ieeuer an oi
s;ivs
secure at one sweep sufficient money day night. His brother, A. T. Rog-h.lUtah as well as northwes'- ' western
,
, r.,,, it money maker from the
cin
SPVrni
start, and will ern New Mexico. The 200 miles ot
to give him an excellent start in life. ers came to the Castaneda hotel Fri-- !
,Ult , don-believe there is anything! be an excellent investment.
At the most he could only secure from day night when Will and I were talk-- , in
territory to be traversed by the line
jt that wmlld f.auge me (0 ,l(tprnl)ti
In pushing this road the Hoard of ,s
his sister-in-labut a small part of ing. A. T. Rogers declared to me
,
ra.Ucally undeveloped, and is rich
of mv reiatives
thatj
any
!.idnap
the wealth to which she will fall his brother was incapable of commit- - -- .veedless to add that anv young-tin- Trade of Farmington, is being very jn nalura, resollrc8 and wm itself,
materially assisted by the San Juan
such a crime, and that he did not RtPrg wh0 have
be enough
heir." Details of the kidnaping plot
nl)rary (.ardSj andj congress, which is made up of the wh(;n dpvei01im(,nt begins,
slu.u a
l0 jllstify Uip blli.ding ot
began to evolve in his mind. He com- want him arrested.
bel
to
want
read the 'Silent War' will
commercial organizations of the five railroad.
municated with Wiggins and the lat"Do you want back the twelve recommended to read Tom Sawyer.';
ter approved the plan. Then the plot thousand dollars?" I asked, "and do, 'Huckleberry Finn,' or some other counties of southwestern Colorado,
and San Juan county, New Mexico.
NOTICE.
was put into operation.
Young Rog- you want the guilty person arrested?"! live wire book for live wire boys."
j
Frank Eldridge of Durango, a well
The annual meeting of the stockers was caught and confessed.
"To these questions Rogers replied)
known capitalist and investor, and holders of the New Mexico Telephone
But the girl i3 still true. Yesterday that he wanted the money, and that IRRIGATION SECURITIES
men in this Company will be held at its office,
FIND MORE FAVOR, one of the best posted
she wired him to keep up his spirits he was not trying to shield any one.
on railroad conditions. Mr. northwest corner plaza, Santa Fe, N.
section
I
me
in
Will
with
the
hotel
that
kept
and encouraged him for the future.
made a trip along j M., Friday, April 21. 1911, 3 p. m.
Chicago, 111., April 14. Harrison B. Eldridge. recently
Since the kidnaping the girl's mother night and he was shadowed until
he
when
was
formally Riley, president of the Chicago Title
And Tuesday night,
passed through Las Vegas.
under 'arrest.
& Trust company, has just left Chiyoung Rogers, then under the sus- placed
"Will Rogers is a most remarkable! ca?0 for rJoise City, Idaho where he
picion of the officers, met her at the
boy. He is a deep puzzle to me. Dur--j wnl confer witn
tne Idaho Land
station, it is said.
of my work as an
Some facts in the case of the con ing the years
regardjng tho board's
policy
I have secured
ten months.
from; in the ,,robIem ot reorganizing
They have hundreds of
the Chickering Bros.
fessions of Wiggins which did not ficer, criminals. Hut confessions
I never secured
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Logt Ww jrrigation company. Bush and Lane.
I;ig
come out until today prove that John many
a confession which was given in as' This
and Arizona.
company defaulted in its bond
Co.
Rogers was unjustly suspected of any careless a manner as that
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
given by; ntepeBt nayments arly tfljs
fol.
in
the crime. Wiggins
yar
participation
Schiller.
all
the time he was
Rogers. During
to them regarding pianos, prices and
difficulties
which
lowing
appeared
i
yesterday afternoon told Captain i c ron t nrl Via uat
nf if But
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Mast year.
Fornoff that he did not tell the truth
iicvci uulicu au eje never uir-- .
that the firm of Learnard-Lln-demaMrwhen he mentioned meeting a third played a
Rily Soes west in the capacity Milton and the World Famous Cecilian buyers Co. will meet every customer
to
sign of nervousness.
Up
man at the office of the Agua Pura a certain
exam-- ' o chairman of the bondholders'
point, when being
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making the
company one evening when he called
he would tell all the details 0I" mittee. His mission is to effect a
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and satthere to see Will Rogers. Will Rog
affair. The kidnapping was clev-- ' organization which no doubt will be
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
man
was
ers
with whom he erly planned, but still it was coarse1 brought about soon after his return car loads of
the only
'
pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
ever dealt with in connection with the and Rogers should not have expected to Chicago. This appears not unlike-t- o
case, and Wiggins says he was the
LEARNAR DLINDEMANN CO.
get away with it successfully. ly inasmuch as several of the banks
only other man interested in the kid When askad leading questions which here have recently reported a substan-migh- t
The Square Music Dealers
:: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
incriminate him, young Rogers tial awakening of favorable interest
naping plot. Not the faintest trace
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CIRI0 CO.
of suspicion rests against John Rog- would shift his gaze and say: 'Well in irrigation securities, resulting in
ers and he was accused only because that is all I know about it.' When the placing recently of several larga
he was taken by Will Rogers to Wig- Rogers was finally arrested and he issues.
gins' home on one of his visit3 to that had admitted his part in the affair,
he was still as nervy as ever.
His
place after the kidnaping.
as were his GREATEST MEDICINE ON EARTH
A. T. Rogers, Jr., says that he nev parents were crying,
.
But Roger read any portion of "The Silent brothers and
War" to his brother and if the latter ers never shed a tear. He is indeed
A prominent citizen of Evansville,
read the book he did so two or three a curious boy. I don't know what Ind
writes: "I was ill for five
to make of hint. Ho is, or was very
years ago.
months with a pulmonary trouble, and
in
Las
and
a
bore
Vegas
The Rogers family has the sympa- popular
had the best of doctors; I had hem- Successor to B. P. Williams
Knlonrtirt vamt t n t J.n '
'
and was in a very bad way.
thy of everybody in Las Vegas In
Mr. O Lea rv saw that Mr nnd Mrs orrliages
their hour of sorrow. It is a source A. T.
the advice of a friend I tried
Rogers were present in the Through
of regret to everybody that Will Rogand I feel that it saved my life.
Rogers home win n the $12,000 ran- Vinol,
ILxa 1
to be.
ers fell by the way. It is equally re- som was 'fished' out from a
it
crevice It Is all you recommended it
l
gretted that another member of the in the chimney corner. Ynnnir rinir- - I believe it is the greatest medicine
iit
family was even susected on account ers had thrown the money into the on earth- - 1 have advisa other3 totry
of circumstantial evidence of a faul- chimney, a
I have
strins; being attached to Vinol, and they have had the samepurchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
furnished on rety type. Even though Will Rogers is the package containing the bills. The results." (Name
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
guilty the feeling against him is not string broke, precipitating the twelve Quest.)
bitter. His youth and previous good thousand into the bottom of the chim-- : We want every one in this vicinity
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
day or night
troubled with chronic colds
conduct are remembered.
ney. It was necefsary to cut a hole who
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want.
I will
troubles to
into the chimney to secure the bank coughs or pulmonary
Will Rogers Was Kept Posted.
"The detectives had great difficulty roll, which consisted of tens, twen- - come to our store and get a bottle of
endeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
in getting things in shape because ties, fifties and hundreds.
Vinol.
'
j
of
your patronage.
If it does not go to the seat
"The Silent War."
young Rogers was 'in,' on everything,''
ft
said Timothy J. O'Leary, of the Santa
and
Says the Albuquerque Herald: "On trouble heal the Inflammation
Fe secret service, according to the a top shelf of the Albuquerque public stop the cough we will cheerfully
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Albuquerque Herald. "He was on the library, covered with a thin layer of return every cent paid us for it This
inside track of events all tha time. dust, lies a prettily bound book, writ- - shows our faith and proves that you
Phone 139 Red
If a detective talked to his brother, ten by J. A. 'Mitchell, former editor take no chances- - Do we mean It?
Santa Fe, N. M
or to his sister-in-laWill Rogers of 'Life'. Whether the book is the Come and see the Capital Pharmacy.
condi-Togeth-
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Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Racked by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Department.
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the patriotism of the great
of Harvard is to be measured
by the size of his family, we should
find him at the very bottom of an
illustration list headed by Itrigham

fl

Learnard-Lindeman-
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Denver, Colo., April 14. The latest
contribution of Theodore Roosevelt
t(l the" "rnpi cnipiHi" nupstinn. tf the
.
t
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In Effect Tell One Theodore
Roosevelt to Tend to His

;

lieves that vc are going down hill
very fast, in spit of immigration, and
quotes Lincoln's prophecy that by
this time we would have 2'i'i,"i'o,umi
eople in the United States. To reil"ath
place the percentage of loss
we have got to encourage people to
I
think there
have more children.
are more ieople who want, children
who cannot have them ami are
than there are who have
too many."
Says Statement Is Unfair.
Mrs. K. B. Field "It w re belter to
depopulate the country than have
some of the children born into the
world who now come uu it. There
are a thousands 'ifs' to tpiaiify RooseIt is not a fair velt's assertion.
think people ought to
statement.
have children if they can be perfect
physically and proerly provided for;
otherwise, not. It is a misnomer to
apply the term patriotism to bringing
children into the world at all."
Mrs. J. IS. Delford "I do not indorse Mr. Roosevelt's
view under
conditions. It is terrible that
lieople in certain grades of society
should have large families,
many
members of which are dependent on
The background of patriotsociety.
ism should be nobility of character,
good health, and at least some opportunity to make good in the world today. Only these conditions
justify
large families. There are too many
children in the world now not well
cared for. The extremely rich are
worse to their children than the ex
tremely poor, in their neglect and
weakening of their moral fiber. Ther?
are too many low ideals now in regard to endowing children with right
principles to encourage their lives
for any such principle as this?"
Mrs. Theodore F. VanYagenen
"It
is reported that Mr. Roosevelt's latest
contribution to the 'race suicide' talk
is that parents of less than four children fall short of their patriotic duties. In response to the request for
cemment on this astonishing sentiment I wish to say thai I hope Mr.
Roosevelt will forthwith consign the
reporter to the Ananias club and thus
relieve our minds. It is distressing
even to consider anything so idiotic.
Patriotism is the quality of loyalty
and service in the b st interests of
our fellow men. It takes expression
in many ways far beyond the limits
that any man may presume to set.
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THE SANBORN DECISION.
Tlif di'fision of Jmlse Sanborn
THEODORE N. ESPE.
HARRY D. MOULTON.
that the Minnesota Two Cent a Mile
Fare Law for railroads doing interstate business, and all railroads do
more or less interstate business, will
probably give the much desired opportunity to the 1'. S. Supreme Court
to pass siiuarely upon the constituThe name "Chalmers" on a Motor Car means the same as the word
tionality of laws like that of Minneso"Sterling" on Silver.
ta and of Missouri and other states
which have gone so far in the fever
other as
ol regulating something'
Santa Fe, New Mexico
HARRY D. MOULTON,
to prescribe rates and prices for more
Even the Demothan olio business.
Agent Chalmers Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
cratic St.. Louis Times says:
"Is it not possible that Governor
Hadley has placed a far too serious
interpretation upon the ruling of
Judge Sanborn, who has held the two
an"d ChiST
STenTa
In- cent law in Minnesota to be uncon-- I WORLD'S RECORD TO DANIELS
r
an
Then
infield
dian.
could
'
siitutional?
New York Athletic Club's Expert Add. te torme&ot Konetchy, Greek; Lajoie.
Governor lladley regards such a
French; Wagner, German, and Devlin,
One More to His Already Long
IriBh.
ruling as "the new nationalism, inList of Victories.
deed," and believes that the ruling in
Their First Trip.
question destroys the State's power.
Chas. M. Daniels, the New York
Mrs. Hardapple Yes, Hiram, these
"The State's power, it should al- - Athletic club's aquatic expert, added
railroads advertise that they do evwavs be borne in mind, is merely another world's record to his already
r
swim in the erything possible for the comfort and
another term for the intelligence and long list in a
pleasure of their passengers.
intentions of the small Krout) of men club's tank the other day. Starting
Mr.
Hardapple (looking up) I
with
in
H.
contest
a
J.
sanctioned
has
It
who make the state laws.
know it now, Maria. There is even
competi-Daniel- s
a
as
New
A.
York
Reilly,
C
been demonstrated in every state in
ax and saw in a glass to remind
made the 200 meters in 2 an
the Union, that legislatures someus of the old woodpile down at home.
The
old
28
and
seconds.
minutes
times frame laws which are wholly
record, 2 minutes and :0 seconds, was I
Former Finances.
contemptible from the standpoint of
f
"As a modern punitive measure, I
and
progress.
justice
don't take much stock in the pillory."
"Remembering this, is it nut a ne"Why, it used to be a great investlimbe
State's
the
power
cessity that
ment."
to
ited by experts who are expected
"Investment? How?"
keep in mind the welfare of the Na"Just the place for placing stocks
and bonds."
tion, rather than that of the state?
of all of the people rather than a
Mental Reservations.
group of the people?
"What on earth made you tell such
"It must seem an Impertinence to
a lie as to compliment that sallow
the average man that a body of legisMiss Oldgirl on her complexion like
fix
rate
to
the
would
lators
presume
peaches?"
transunder which the railroads must
"Wasn't any lie. I meant yellow
act business, when a thousand other
peaches."
kinds of industries are left to act
Poor Containers.
with the utmost freedom.
"It Is difficult for a great man to
"Has it not been definitely demonfind friends that he can trust his constrated that the railroads have occafidences to."
wall
to
forced
the
by
been
sionally,
"Most of them are leaky, eh?"
the cocksure interferences of dema"Yes; and those that don't leak
gogues who have no wish other than
over."
ilop
I
...
to win the cheers of a thoughtless i

R.

$3.50
1.00
2.00

.50
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It is sent to
Tlie New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amont the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
i
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MANUAL TRAINING FOR THE
SHOULD BE GROWN FOR
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
TABLE.
It is a source of much gratification
The New Mexican wishes to create
al
public sentiment in favor of legaliz- to the New Mexican, and no doubt
o
same for the so to Superintendent J. A. Wood, that
ius? the propagation
market table. The eleven million the board of education has decided to
acres of national forests in New Mex- take up manual training for the pubIt is certain that the
ico, in addition to the timber preser- lic schools.
vation and grazing could be put to no first step in this direction will mean
The rugged mountains, rapid development, and its influence
better use.
the timbered slopes, the and mesas, upon the future 01 banta re win oe
It is equally
which can never be reclaimed for ag- - far reaching.
fitted for ant to train the hands of boys and
are admirably
game preserves. The business should girls in useful work as it is to ad
studies; in
be profitable, should give employment vance them in mental
in a laree number of people, should fact, manual training also implies disadd to commerce, should also attract cipline lor the brain, and for all the
A recent number, of the oilier senses besides that of touch.
sportsmen.
"Wild Life Call" makes the following The logical tendency of the times is
toward manual training in its broadstrong plea for the proposition:
If a large number of thoughtful peo- est sense. The great majority of men
ple will only take time to look into and women must work with their
this matter and think seriously about hands and a large proportion who do
it, the chance for a survival of a fair not need to work thus are willing and
To create useful
portion of our game birds and quadru- anxious to do so.
and beautiful things out of the
increased.
will
be
greatly
peds
As it seems to me and to many rough, or to grow things, is as great
other men who are well able to judge an accomplishment as writing a poem
the logic of the situation today is or painting a picture and certainly
We can choose beteen more satisfying than the mere keeping
inexorable.
only two alternatives either stop the of books or making a speech or play-salof wild game or see all our wild ing the piano.
Of course, it
game exterminated:
Tnus another, dream that the New
A COMING HOPE.
will be understood all along that 1 re- - Ar(.vj(.an has retold again and again constituency?
"We venture to believe that Judge
fer to the killing of wild game as it for the past twelve years has become
"The trouble with John," said
Stated a reality and Santa Fe takes a step Sanborn's decision is not only good
exists outside of preserves.
fL W ft i
i
John's
sound
younger brother to their father
but
justice."
law,
is:
the
a little differently,
question
in advance of most other cities and
the
other
night, "is that he don't fight
Shall the men of today, who have had towns of New Mexico.
for his rights. He lets the boys at the
men
in
the
to
over
the
are
turn
Democrats
The
surely
good hunting,
school abuse him and all he does Is
Superintendent J. A. Wood, too, has saddle in the House of
a gameles3
and boys of tomorrow
Representatives
feel bad. You bet, when they pick on
for years the introduction of
urged
ex-- ,
and the nation may
land?
mo trot iam hv tha tiair nnfl Vinmn
manual training in the public schools. at Washington
!
With-to go topsy turvy.
fresh
The taste for
their heads against the fence."
At first, the New Mexican's propa- pect things
out giving opportunity for debate yes-- j
game that has not grown stale in cold ganda was
"It is too bad."
with incredulous
greeted
manthe
measure
a
abrogating
"He ought to fight for his rights,
storage is just as legitimate as the smiles; then a few began to take in- terday,
senators
ner of electing United States
desire to take a good dog and a gun
he, papa?"
oughtn't
then the many thought
that
terest;
for in the federal constituand go roaming the woods and fields it would be a
"Yes, If he doesn't fight for his
and finally provided
good
thing
M. Daniels.
over
the
Chas.
rammed
was
diffthrough,
tion,
in quest of swift birds that are
rights he won't have any rights."
have been taken to turn over
protests of the Republicans and the
icult to hit.
"Worsen't that, pap. If he dont
The legitimate sale and steps
an entire building on the Fort Marcy few conservative Democrats. The gag made by F. E. Beaurepaire of Auson
9, 1910, at Exeter, tight for his rights he won't have any
tralia
purchase of wild game implies the reservation to manual training; a conAugust
No
rule was vigorously
applied.
fights."
existence of a great stock of wild tract has been
entered into with a doubt, a similar course will he taken England.
birds which is not in danger of exterfor with the amendment to the federal
work
for
manufacturer
benches,
So long as there is an
mination.
tools and material for instruction, or constitution introduced by a southern SLOW BALL HARDEST TO HIT
Pithy Sayings of Famous Men.
abundance for all, we can buy game
in wood, metal and
r
which would disfranSocrates
rather,
practice,
Xantippe, for goodness'
today
in the market and eat it with clear concrete
working for the boys, and chise at one swoop every colored vot- Clark Griffith, Manager of Cincinnati sake, hush!
But in this country conconscience.
Give
er in the United States, and not only
Napoleon Hello, Central!
Reds, Is Ready for Argument With
sewing for the girls,
ditions change with startling rapidity.
me Grouchy!
but every one who had the least
Christy Matthewson.
a
that,
will
for
the
It
thing
prove
grand
beWhat is abundance today easily
Brutus Great Caesar's ghost!
taint of negro blood coursing in his
Even the schools, for many homes, for the
comes scarcity tomorrow.
We have
William the Conquerer
of the Cinsecono
Clark
soDer
tne
Griffith,
Ot
manager
course,
veins.
of
of
and
eirls.
the
future
many
boys
millions nf th American bison were
recome to stay.
a
to
takes
cinnati
sense
uie
ot
win
Reds,
tne
exception
rrh.o
nation
prevent
snuffed out of existence so quickly But jt.is th mre beginning.
Baron Munchausen Yours truly.
amendment of the constitution to that cent statement by Christy Matthew-so- n
that the people of this country did not day will come not so many years effect, but the action of the Democrats
that the slow ball pitcher would
Kepler My stars!
a
will
Fe
when
from
have
Santa
now,
Haman I'll be hanged if I do!
dream of the fate that threatened
be so effective today as twenty
not
shows
that
session
in
thus
the
early
complete trade school, at which boys
Daniel Keep your mouths shut!
them until they had actually gone.
states
in
neither
ago.
have
years
grown
they
and girls can perfect themselves in
John Alden O, Prlscilla, this Is so
Speaking generally, and in comparithe
sense
in
nor
Griff,
Matthewson,"
says
"Christy
good
during
manship
son with the abundant past, through- real trades and from them enter upon many years of their probation.
a slow ball pitcher himself, so his sudden
"is
out all the states east of the Mississi- their life's work without any delay.
criticism that the tossers of 'teasers'
That is the logical sequence, of this,
wouldn't be as effective today as they
ppi river and north of North Carolina,
A Regular Occupation.
The terrible force exerted by the
of
were twenty years ago is not true,
of the quail, woodcock, ruffled grouse the first step taken by the board
"No man can live in absolute idleeducation, towards training the hands wind in Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri Matty's fadeaway and curves are typand river ducks, and shore birds
philosoand skill of Santa Fe school children. and other states yesterday, spreading ical slow balls. He also has a fast ness," said the ready-madonly a miserable remnant
and even causing many
pher.
devastation
to
on
smoke
if
he
ball, but
depended
alive! Let him who doubts this
"That's right. He'll be reasonably
THE RESULT OF PROTECTION.
deaths, emphasizes the fact that little win his games he would be knocked
go out and try to find a dozen birds
some of the time If he does no
to
done
harness
that
has
been
great
five. busy
out
of
off
rubber
four
of
sake
the
for
the
games
argument
Admitting
is
It
one
of
these species.
of any
more than tear the leaves off all the
in New Mexico, for
Here
power.
of
are
the
does
the
tariff
raise
with
"I
that
that
there
agree
price
Matty
true that there are little spots here
where the air is seldom no good slow ball pitchers, but the calendars presented to him every
and there a very few of them in living, a proposition on which much instance,
the wind probably aver- great artists of the past, like Win Mer year.
where
calm,
which a shrewd local expert can find remains to be said, yet, it is
ten miles an hour year in and cer, Red Donahue and yours truly
ages
American
that
the
workman
apparent
of
but
and kill a good bag
birds;
far year out, the wind alone, were it har- (Clark Griffith) would now fool batPolitical Plums.
what I wish to say is that about 90 and farmer under protection is
off than the British workman nessed, could furnish enough power to ters easier than we did twelve years
"Wasn't
it Newton who discovered
better
is
normal
of
cent
the
supply
per
the law of gravitation when he saw
and farmer under free trade. The move every engine, every train, every ago, when there was only one
gone!
to
harness league.
industry in the world. But
an apple fall from a tree?" queried
And what is to be the fate of the British themselves say so and a rewindmill
"I maintain that the slow ball Is the student.
on the cost of living in Ameri it, there is the rub! The
port
remnant?
ragged
utilizes only an infinitesimal part of hardest to hit, when the slabman real"No," replied the wise guy. "Th
Each year fully 50 per cent of it can cities, based on inquiries made t' a;
but who dare say, that the ly has the stuff. The great batters law of gravitation was discovered by
forte,
twenty-eigh- t
in
towns
representative
is being killed by market gunners
day is far away when sun, wind and thrive on speed. Matty himself Is the a politician who happened to be un
from the markets of the East. New by officials of the British board of water will furnish all the
power that only great slow ball pitcher working der a plum tree."
York State laws forbid the sale in trade, was circulated in parliament the world needs for all its work?
in the big leagues today. Matty isn't
this state of any woodcock, quail or this week. The report covers the
the brainiest twirler In the game,
of
class
working
housing,
A Genius.
but he has more stuff than any pitchgrouse that have been killed in this questions
rates
of
commodities
retail
Denand
prices
"What do you think of Scrlblet's po"Property within 40 miles of
er, past or present"
state; but all winter long you can buy of
The ver that sold for $12 an acre in 190S
wages in the United States.
etry?"
here thousands of those birds that
conclusions reached are:
now brings $35 under irrigation," says
"It's poor stuff. He tries to rhyme
have been illegally killed in PennsylLONG
SCORING
REDUCE
WILL
a
a
Denver
in
That
cost
"The
headline
com
rent
of
food
and
'mine'
with 'time' and 'come' witn
paper.
and
New
Jersey
Massachusetts,
vania,
'sun.' "
In other words, New bined is 52 per cent greater in the is not a phenomenal rise at all and
other states.
will be duplicated many times during Barney Demarest Will Introduce New
"Ah!
That fellow was born to
York City is a "fence" for the sale of United States than in England and
hut these heavier relative th9 next few years in the vicinity of
write a popular ballad.
System of Starting Harness
game killed in other states; and the Wales, on
Races This Season.
the working class income Santa Fe. More effort should be
effect of this, wherever the principle charges
of
made however by the Chamber
been
have
with
accompanied
weekly
to
cause unwarrantable
is practiced, is
KNEW HIS JOB.
trainCommerce and other agencies to show
Barney Demarest,
wages which are as 230 to 100."
game destruction in other states and
The report adds that this ratio of that crops can be raised on soil of this er and driver of trotting horses. Is gothe extinction of the general supply. money
startearnings is more than two and section, both under irrigation and by ing to introduce a new system of
On the Carrituck Sound, North Cartimes as great as in Eng- scientific farming. After this has been ing harness races this year, with a
the prolonged
olina, perhaps two hundred thousand land and Wales, and "makes
land view of eliminating
demonstrated,
possible satisfactorily
ducks and geese are killed for the a command of
conveni- values will rise in a manner to aston scoring which mars so many meetings.
necessaries,
market annually. About eight large ences and minor luxuries of life that ish the old timers who think that 80 Believing that better control of the
cities get the benefit of them, and is both nominally and really greatsr cents an acre is plenty for land in drivers is necessary to accomplish
this end, and that such control cannot
only the rich can afford to buy them. than that enjoyed by the correspond- this section.
be obtained when the starter is In the
The market shooting robs the people ing class in this country, although
is really the effective scale in
judges' stand, 100 yards away from
of sixteen states of what
in
the
four
has
years
practice is curpast
Chicago
their share of that wild life, for the tailed by a scale of expenditure, to collected more than six million dollars where the scoring begins, he intends
a position fifty yards
migrations of the Carrituck wild fowl some extent necessarily and to some from its street railways, as per terms to work from and
close by the inup the stretch
If that extent, voluntary, adopted in accord- of the
cover that number of states.
year franchise given side rail. If the horses are bunched
twenty
slaughter goes on unchecked, as sure ance with the different and higher them to occupy the streets of the city. and all
going level at that point he
as the world stands, the four hundred standard of material comfort."
s
No
municipality
will give the word "Go!" and the race
market gunners of Carrituck county
renews a franchise or grants a will be on, though the time will, of
Wootlrow Wilson,
of new one unless it
eventually will wipe out of existence
provides for a pay- course, be taken from the judges'
all the sixteen species of ducks and Princeton University, at present gov- ment into the city treasury of part stand. If the horses are not well togeese that normally spend the winter ernor of New Jersey and prospective of the income of the utility corporagether he will call them back before
Democratic candidate for the presidon those waters.
is not only large cities but they have scored more than about one- tion.
It
in
Will the men and women who like ency
1912, delivered a great ad- small towns that are
following this half as far as is usual at present
the taste of wild game insist upon dress last evening, at which he took method of getting some returns for
A great many horses nowadays trot
keeping the markets open until the up the cry for publicity in all public the privileges and practical monopoly more than an eighth of a mile at their
affaii-3But
is
he
wild game is all exterminated?
barking up the that a franchise implies.
utmost speed in scoring for each
Customer (falling down the stairs
In answer to the question, I con- wrong tree when he expects the Tom
heat, thus often exhausting them be- in large store) Help! I've broken my
the
fore the race has begun. Mr. Demafidently predict that they will not. Taggarts, the Fingy Connors,
Nebraska, the state of William Jen- rest is confident that this new system leg!
They will elect to be satisfied with Tammanytes, who are the back-bonCork
legs second
has 130,000 farms ac- will reduce the scoring In races fully
game that has been bred and reared of his party, to take the voters into nings Bryan,
floor on the right.
census
made
to
data
pubthe
their confidence.
Real publicity will cording
in preserves, an industry that
fifty per cent.
These farms with the
ises much, but as yet in this country be given by the Republican party and lic today.
alThere is Republican officials who have nothing buildings on them are valued at
Very Often.
is scarcely in its infancy.
Nationality of Players.
most two billion dollars or three
two is company,
Now,
much to be said on the subject in to hide and nothing to iear.
cuts
but
little
figure In
Nationality
Of course;
times as much as they were worth in
favor of state laws and state aid.
For In- But when the number reaches
the ability of a pitcher.
Here is another item
that each 1900. This is a remarkable increase stance, Addle Joss Is a SwIbs, Bender
to j in values and may be taken as a to an Indian, Walter Johnson a Swede,
The disease of the Raton Daily married man may proudly show
ken that New Mexico farm values Walsh an
Range has not yet been diagnosed his wife, and even to his bachelor
Irishman, Reulbach a GerThere, Too.
will
also rise as rapidly in the future. man, Coombs a Yankee, and Christy
In
the
a
cross
friends;
seem
to
be
Milwaukee,
but the symptoms
past year
old man; I hear your wife
"Sorry,
were
Is
Scotch
more
there
of
descent.
2,317'
between elophantiasis and St. Vitus
Mathewson
.
single men ar
has gone back to her father."
And take it through baseball: John
dance, afflictions which are very apt rested than married men, although
Every copy of the New Mexican Is
"Yes, It's true."
to harass infant journals, but which the married men by far outnumber la salesman for the merchant who
Kling Is a German, Billy Sullivan,
"And where are you living?"
in single harness.
Ivertises In Its columns.
seldom prove fatal.
wife.".
"Oh eh. with
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F. McKane,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

;

Capital Stock
$150,000;
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit' Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money en the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public ot- - private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.

all-sta-

,"?

J. PALEN,

L. A. HUOHES,

THE jOULTONESPE COMPANY

Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Orily, six months, by mail
25
Daily, per week, hy carrier
Weekly, six Bionths
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
Weekly, per year
65
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

SANTA

THE

HOTEL
WLLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for

Com-

mercial Travelers

j

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

tt.li

124126

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave,

88

TELEPHONE

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

T

well-cooke-

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service.

COUKTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

fire-eate-

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an I phone.

j

1

1

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

e

C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE SEST

SI3RT

CUISINE

AND

ORDER

RESTAURANTS

TABLE SERVICE

IN THE CITY

GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOID BATHS.
ELKOTRIO LIGHTS
E very Room
RATES 60c t
G.
LUPE
HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per day s

SOFT DRINKS
Tk Moving are suggested lo

Telephone Red 35 and hav

your orders delivered.

Ike thirsty as somettinj ceeJ aad isvit&if

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, JEOM BREW

x
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

FIZZ,

COCO COLA,

:

well-know- n

All drinks made from

SANIA FE BOTTLING

filtered water

WORKS

HENRY

t

zz---

KKCK,

Proprietor.

one-fourt- h

wide-awak-

e

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

:-

now-a-day-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

.

e

Floor-Walk-

e

ar

A.

.

All Parts of The World
'

IWnflAV and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo pomestlc Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
JlVf

ja?W iUUllCj
Paysble
Throughout

U.

S,

Canada, Mexico

ttSf.
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(From "The Light of the World," by
Sir Edwin Arnold:
published by
s
The
Company. )
Funk-Wagnall-

Remedies are Needed
Were we perfect, which we are not, medicines would
not often be needed. But since our systems have become weakened, impaired and broken down through
indiscretions which have gone on from the early ages,
through countless generations, remedies are needed to
aid Nature in correcting our inherited and otherwise
acquired weaknesses. To reach the seat of stomach
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, there is
nothing so good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov
ery, a glyceric compound, extracted from native medicinal roots sold for over forty years with great satisfaction to all users. For
Weak Stomach, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Pain in the Stomach after eating,
Heartburn, Bad Breath, Belching of food, Chronic Diarrhea and other Intestinal
and most efficient remedy.
Derangements, the "Discovery" is a
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CLOSE POOL ROOMS, BUT
LET RED LIGHT BURN.
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27
17
00

The story is told in
his wise.
Several years after the Cruciflction of
our Lord; one of the Wise Men who!
had followed the miraculous Star to
the Ilirth Place of the Redeemer re- turned to the Holy Land and met
Mary Magdalene at her home, and she
told him all about the wonderful
events that occured since that ever;
blessed mornihg.
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of the circlation known as plasnn, a fibrous
There is a natural
constituent which is the true healing quality of the Wood. This plasmic
by impure accumulations in tl;e blood, and
property is frequent! v
this viul fluid imt oiiiv loses its power to heal, but becomes .1 source of irriTl'.e blood continon the flesh.
tation to any wound or open .sore or uh-cthe infection
and
into
the
gradually
plr.ee
tko
impurities
ually discharges
cannot cure an old
spreads and the sure enlarges. Kxternal applications
can be
sure, because such treatment does not affect the blood ; the most that effect
front pl.isters, washes, salves, etc., is a cleansing, soothing
em'the ulcer. S. S. S. heals old sores in a perfectly natural way. It goes
down into th.e blood, and removes the impurities and morbid matters that are
'
the ulcer open; then the sore is bound to heal. S. S. S. is
themcans of keei-iii'blood
all
of
Greatest
the
purifiers, and not only does it cleanse the circulation,
and aids in promoting every
but it restores ther...healing,1. plasmic O qualities
O C V...;i,1t. .r,..r
I'iiit. frrmi flip
.
..l.t.
o.
.3. uunvia ".
uuu u.,..i.v..
neccssaiy quality ior goou iieaim.
Book
bottom of the ulcer to the outer skin, and makes a permanent cure.
on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
stores.
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The genuine has on its
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Signature

"He, Sir!" she said, "who had twenty
myriad Shining Ones
With golden plumes at poise, flutter-

You can't afford to accept a secret nostrum as a substitute for this
medicine op known composition, not even though the urgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
bowels.
tiny granules, easy to take as candy.

ing to fly
Swift if it might have been to wipe
Ilis Brow
Clear of the bloody sweat and com-

Hi I!

And

fort Him,- catch Him to His

Kingdo-

Sugar-coate-

ed themselves
Into my palms, as

m-

nails
Piercing His Hands;

prayed full sore
The God consenting, while the Mortal

Denver Police in Spasm of Reform,
Commence at Wrong End of
Vice Conditions.

if they were the

Unluckily
enough, it. is
warning.
highly improbable that civilized man
will heed it. The vice of bathing has
too firm a grip upon the Caucasian
people to be broken by professional
Besides isn't it possible that
fiat.
Sir Almroth has overlooked the immunizing effect of habitations? It is
obvious, of course, that an honest,
standup bath would send a Sioux Indian to the madhouse and kill a Rus- sian peasant out of hand, but both
Englishmen and Americans have been
bathing now for nearly fifty years, and
even on the continent of Europe the
bathtub is no longer a curiosity.
Perhaps all the constitutional
have been stamped out by
the law of natural selection. Perhaps
those who survive have a natural or
acquired immunity to bathing, just as
they have immunity to leprosy, the
black death and infantile colic. Bai'i-morSun.

I went not otherwise
shrank
Alamogordo J. C. Dunn has struck
iOommcts m I'olfas with K. P. A S. W. Ity. train both North and South...
pay dirt running more than $40 a ton "Abba! all things are possible with Then full assured all would be well at
SStftue 'or Van Koaten f, M, rjeots trains at Preston M.I.M.I
on his claim in the Sacramento mounlast."
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one wavM.50 round trip; fifty pound
licenses for poolrooms or
umifrya, Fare K
Chine Late reports received from I:' it may be, let this cup pass from
. for the south at
C. A S. train laavm !ii Mi iuos, N,
lt;ll p. m. arrives from the will li issued in Denver. The fire
Ray and Chino mines. Grant conn- Me;
ooth at 4;38 a. in,
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conditions,
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C. G. DEDMAN,
HOUTEN,
mine is about ready to ship to the
Me
in
and
on
the
ly
turning
poolroom,
P.
M.
V. P. & G.
ABnt
while the Except I drink it, let Thine will be
Superintendent.
down the request for a license to open El Paso smelting works
Another Peril.
Chino mine ought to he ready to ship
done!"
a dance hall at 180!) Welton street
Now comes Sir Almroth Wright, the
1.
the
Under
by
the
the
general
September
treason;
And,
afterwards,
has started a campaign against pubwita the
great English pathologist,
fool kiss
management of David Call one unit of
lic dancing.
the new mill was started March 20 "Hail Master!" said the tender an- discovery that cleanliness is next to
"If I had my way every dance hall
suicide. There is no denying the fact,
and has been running and giving the
swer, "Friend!
and every pool room would be wiped best
says Sir Almroth,' that it is
of satisfaction since that time. Betrayest thou Me with kissing?"
off the map.
They are the breeding The
pleasant to take a bath, particularly
be
mill
will
of
the Ray
torches glare;
capacity
spots for vice of all hinds," say Chief 8,000 tons
while the capacity Swords, staves; as if to take a thief after brisk exercise, but it is well to
per
day,
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
of Police Hamilton Armstrong, whose
keep in mind the corollary fact that
of the Chino mill will he ;i,000 tons
I C an all points in New Mexat night
judgment the board is accepting in per day.
pleasant things are usually extremely
As
is
Darkgenerally understood, Then the hour, and power, of
taking a decided stand against two fa- work is being rushed on the new
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
dangerous. What could be more grateOn
ness.
that
vorite forms of amusement among a
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
at the Kl Paso smelt- The Priests, the Sanhedrim, the judg- ful to the senses than opium smokplant
class of young people.
ing? The smoker grows rich at the
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
ing works in order that no delay may
ment; Pilate's wrath;
a minute; angels
"The public generally does not. he experienced in handling the pro- The
Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
the mocking purple rate of $1,000,000
scourge;
fan him with their wings; he slips
know the extent of these two evils," ducts from the Ray and Chino mines
Kendrick, Resaca, Ga. "It is the best
cloak; the crown
says Chief Armstrong, "because few as soon as the managers of those two Jewelled with blood; the path to Go- into unconsciousness to the music of ccugh remedy on the market for
arrests are made in pool rooms or plants are ready to ship.
lutes, hautboys and aeolian harps. But coughs, colds and croup.
For sale by
lgotha;
shivers follow that comfortable glow, all dealers.
dance halls, and the things we know
Lordsburg.
The cruel Cross; the savage rending and the
We
do not often become
opium fiend, soon or late, is
public.
W. F. Payne, of El Paso, has receivnails; the scroll;
to the morgue, unwept
removed
know that the ruin of practically all ed
reports which indicate that the The cry: "Eloi, lama, sabacthan"!
and unsung.
young girls begins at (he public dance Superior mine at Lordsburg, Grant
then
and that the destruction of the morals
So with
So with
county, organized by half a dozen in
finished!" and
of the young boy has its start, in the dividuals in El Paso and sold about His death word "It is
One could scarcely
ROUTE
the
death,
pool room.
satisfying vices but
four months ago to the Calumet and And spear-bladimagine more
deep into His dead both are
Fever for Pool.
very destructive to the huArizona Copper company, has increasside
plunged,
"You do not often see young boys ed their
And so, according to
man system.
output each month over the
at a dance. Their tastes do not run output of the preceding month ever And the Centurion, crying: "Verily,
with
Its first
Sir
Almroth,
bathing.
we
that way. But they will pawn their since the sale. The amount paid by This was the Son of God!" "Oh
effect, he says, is to soothe the nerFor rates and full information address
fain
were
BEAVERS'
CARNIVAL,
clothing and steal from their parents the Calumet and Arizona Copper comves and increase the feeling of perFor sorrow and for shame" said Mary.
to get a dime to play pool with. Once
a-f- its
is
second effect
pany people at the time was $135,000, "Who stood to see Him die! Never so sonal dignity, but
Masonic fiorneconiing,
they get the habit they are lost. It is and this was regarded as a good price
to remove the protective coating of
El Paso Texas.
low
not only that it. cultivates the gambl for the
to
effect
is
third
the
and
its
perskin,
property then, but Mr. Payne liowed the bright Sun, stooping to
Elks' Meeting.
ing instinct in them, hut it encourages says that if the production continues
mit the free entrance to the germs of
bathe his gold
indolence.
cold
shower
An
to increase in the future as iu the
disease.
ordinary
In whelming waves; never so meek,
in the past it will indicate iliat the pur'Of the actual happenings
paves the way for pneumonia and tuand lost,
a Turkish bath is the
dance halls we do not hear much. The chasers certainly "got their money's
Faded the splendor of the Morning-- ' berculosis;
1911
of leprosy, beriberi and
forerunner
patrons usually manage to behave so worth." '
ti!
Star
that the law need not be invoked, hut
bubonic plague.
Burro Mountains.
Before the Morning, which it heralded the
i; is a fact that men frequent them
Thus science de,.vers her solemn
A deal has been closed
between As He did humble and adjure Himmerely to make the acquaintance of Thomas S. Parker and C. V. Stewart
Round trip rate from Santa Fe
self
young girls.
and L. A. Dunham, representing Mar- Consenting on the Cross to hang and
"I do not. say that men like Lewis cus
of
die.
Daly, the big copper magnate, by
Wechter, the murderer of Clifford the terms of which an option was Oh, measure what of
love, if thou TONIC IN ACTION Eurrowes, get their start at the dance given by Parker to Daly to
QUICK IN RESULTS
N.
canst mete,
purchase
Return Limit April 23rd, 191
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
halls, tie said he met the girl for what is known as the
group, The immortal pity of that soul
Tyrone
whom he was looking the night of the situated at
in
KIDNEY
mounand
BLADDER
Burro
the
Tyrone,
TROUBLE,
shooting at a public dance. 1 cite this tains, Grant county. The property con Pitiless
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legislation in the interest of special
FRIDAY
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Recalls Olden Days in Gem City, and
We mean the alganize their use.
liance for this purpose of political
Takes Most of Its Characters
From Reil Life.
machines with the captains of organGREAT
ized industry.
We mean the exploit
ation of the people by legal and polit(Albuquerque Herald.)
Hat her ingenious, though a rambhave seen our gov- - Only Day In the Year the
He Really Seems to Believe ical means.underWethese
influences cease
eniments
d
ling and highly-colostory of westHost Is Not Consecrated ern
to be representative
That Democratic Party
governments,
life is contained in last week's
cease to be governments representatissue of the Saturday Evening Post.
Is Alive
by Catholic Clergy
ive of the people, and become govThe remarkable fact about this story
ernments representative of the special
is that it introduces many characters
INSPIRING
SERVICES prominent in the f of .Socorro counPUBLICITY interests, controlled by machines, AWE
HE
which in their turn are not controlled
ty some fifteen
ago, including
by the people.
several men still well known in pubMain Object Is to Open Wide "We are not attacking men, we are Veneration of the Cross By the lic circles. The writer who styles
The men are,
himself Eugene Manlove Rhodes is
attacking a system.
Faithful Is a Most Striking
to View Process of
not familiar to the persons portrayed,
most of them, honest.
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Feature.
Politicsby that name, but - evinces a startmajority of them believe that in servthe
own
are
ling
their
familiarity with the conditions of
serving
ing
they
at large.
Today is Good Friday, it is the an that time. The characteristics of the
Indianapolis, Ind., Apr.. 14 t'rging interests of the country
the Democratic party to state its Their conception of prosperity is that niversary of Christ's passion and persons mentioned are altered to tit
creed in the concrete and define clear-- it will best proceed and gather under death and from an early date it has; the story, and the hero Pringle. is
ly the especial form of privilege it their management. They are willing, been celebrated with a rigorous fast a fiction, as is the thread of a plot,
according to those w ho lived in Sodeclares against in a general cam- indeed they are anxious, that the peo- - and special prayers.
It is the only day in the yar that,'1 corro at the period.
paign "for the rights of the people," pie should share in it, but it must or- Governor Woodrow Wilson of New iginate with them and be under their in the Roman Catholic ritual the ordi-- j
Attorney Klfego Pat a is mentioned
The wareThey stand at nary mass is replaced by a mass with as is "Judge" McMalni.
Jersey in an address to the National experienced control.
a host consecrated on the previous! house of
Sperling Pros, Pat Savage,
League of Democratic Clubs here last the wrong point of view; they seek;
and this host is consumed by the Jim Bruten, Cliff Ilaincrick, a jailer
night, set forth the objects of the their objects, not by public argument, day
celebrant.
arand
named
and a man nickparty as he believed they exist and but by private management,
No host is therefor" consecrated to-- ' named Melquiades.
Russell are real charGovernor Wilson rangement, by influence, not by polit-should be stated.
host consecrated acters in"Pally"
after
the
and
day
ical process.
the story.
said in part:
yesterday, Holy Thursday, is consum- - The fictitious Incidents of the nar"We are fond of speaking of our
"They are serving, served and as-- ' ed, one sees the symbol of Christ de-- :
selves as the party of Jefferson and sisted, not only by the political organ- - parted from the world by the death rative tell that Rush '! stopped Santa
Fe train No. 5, because his balky
Jackson, not because we are a party izations which put men into office and on the cross.
team of mules stood still on the track.
of old men, reminiscent of things gone into our legislatures, but. also by our
In many ways the church calls the!
Legis- attention of the faithful to the sad-- ! In the arrests which followed "Prin-gleby and in love with what has been, present method of legislation.
s
substituted for the driver, who
touched
as
we
conduct
lation,
but because we are partly
it, ness of this day. The altar and in
It is fact all the sanctuary is quite bare, escaped, and the story runs through
with the ideals which made these men is not conducted in the open.
a complex denouement to a satisfa-torgreat, whose names we recall with not threshed out in open debate upon On the altar, the cross is covered with
Tin- story is unique
conclusion.
beof
the
floors
our
on
and
assemblies.
It
enthusiasm,
such reverence
is,
a black veil and the archbishop does because it
s realism and is
approach)
our
cause of the breath of
party's the contrary, framed, digested, and not wear gloves or carry the crozier!
free from the exaggeraIt is at today's service.
life is its utter faith in the principles concluded in committee rooms.
The assistant' comparatively
tions that are usually a component
of Democracy. It is its devotion to the in committee rooms that legislation priest wears a black cope and the
of the western narrative.
of
whatever!
not
desired
the
interests deacons who sing the Passion wear part
by
rights of the people
class or degree as against all claims dies. It is in committee rooms that black maniples and stoles.
of privilege, as against all selfish vest- legislation desired by the interests is
The processional cross which
ed interest which seek control instead framed and brought forth. There is shines so brilliantly on other feasts
of freely serving the life and develop- not enough debate of it in open of the year, is today covered with a
When the curtain rises at the Elks'
ment of the nation.
house, in most cases, to discover the ' violet veil.
The Service.
theater next. Thursday night, it will
"It is so far from being a party of real meaning of the proposals .made.
The service, so different from that present a scene of a department store,
a party which Clauses lie quietly undiscovered
in
mere reminiscence,
tries to draw the country back to poli- our statutes which contain the whole seen the other 364 days of the year, with sixteen of our lust home talent
chorus singers, and sixteen of our
cies which belong to another time, to gist and purpose of the act; qualify- is one to inspire awe.
At the very beginning after the prettiest girls singing a beautiful op
the circumstances of another age, ing phrases which escape the public
do bishop or archbishop has gone to the ening chorus. And then the fun will
that it is, above all others, a young attention and casual definitions
moveof
a
not
so middle of the altar and then kneels, begin, and by the time the curtain
because
attract
classification
man's party,
party
attention,
the assistant priest, deacon and
falls on the second act. which is a
ment, of readjustment, a party that technical as not to be generally underthemselves on cush- beautiful ball room scene, the audi-prostrate
uninstood
with
and
which
most
future
the
toward
everyone
presses
ions
the acolytes on the once will leave feeling that, they have!
shaken faith, with unwavering con- timately concerned is careful not to altar placed by
All the clergy kneel and received double their money's worth.
steps.
fidence and ever renewed hopes and explain or expound, explain the whole
This is surmised on account of the'
remain praying for some time.
aspirations for the principles of free purpose of the law. Only after it has
Lessons are then sung in the tone big hit The Masqucradcrs has made!
come
to
been
none
and
the
enacted
than
are
other
which
adjudica- of the
dom,
Epistle. The choir then sings elsewhere, and also on account of the!
principles of opportunity, the princi- tion in the courts is its scheme as the Tract and the bishop reads the vast amount of enthusiasm manifest-- !
The beneficiaries
ples of men not made, but on the a whole divulged.
ed by every one taking part.
They
Epistle and the Tract.
make, struggling from achievement to are then safe behind their bulwarks.
Towards the end of the Tract the all predict that this show will even
of
their
achievement in a free exercise
"Of course,
the chief triumph of deacons retire to the sacristy and put excel the Innside Inn, which Joei
committee work, of covert phrase and on the sacred vestments and toward Bren produced for the Elks here last
powers.
"These things are embodied in Jef- unexplained classification, is the tariff the end of the Tract go to the sanc- fall. There will be over fifty novel-- j
ferson, the thoughtful, philosophical, law. Ever since the passage of the tuary and begin singing the Passion. ties introduced during this show and!
The Passion is then read by the Director Sapp, who is here in ad-- j
tariff law
penetrating thinker for mankind, and outrageous
in the rugged Jackson, who seemed our people have been discovering the bishop out of the missal placed on vance of the Brens says, that every
to cut his way toward the right by concealed
one of them is a distinct surprise to'
meanings and purpose the Epistle side of the altar.
Devotion of the Cross.
the audience, and all of them will rerough instinct and the mere energy which lay hidden in it. They are disof an honest, indomitable nature; and covering item by item how deeply
Mrs. Bren in
A striking feature of the ceremonies ceive terrific applause.
so we see embodied in them' the two and deliberately they were deceived on Good Friday is the devotion to the her Yama Yama dance will be an essides of Democracy, its thoughtfulness, and cheated. This did not happen by Holy Cross, the bishop or archbishop pecial feature, as she certainly looks
its visions of hope, its confidence in accident; it came out by design, by receiving the cross from the deacon the part and puts on a dance that will
the progress and liberation of man- elaborated, secret design. Questions and begins uncovering it. He first surpass anything ever seen in this
kind, and linked with these its force put upon the floor in the House and uncovers the top as far as the cross-piec- e city. Then there will be Gus Koch
as of the common people, its abound- Senate were not frankly or truly anand raising it with both hands as the famous Dutch comedian, Frank
as
well
as
within
outside
"Ecce
sings
Lignum Cruci3." He then Keefe as the floor walker, Julius
ing energy
swered and an elaborate piece of legisthe field of cultivated thought.
lation was foisted on the country continues to sing in Latin and the Loomis as the honest race track tout,
"Democracy is not a mere theory which could not possibly have passed choir and all the clergy, except the and E. P. Davies as the leading man,!
It is an energy of if it had been comprehended by the celebrant, kneeling with bowed heads with G. Volney Howard taking two
of Government.
answer "Venite Adoremus." The cele- parts, in the first act as a Russian anlife dwelling in the rank and file, in- whole country.
brant then uncovers the right arm and archist and in the second act as a'
terpreted once and again by great
"But there are other ambushes.
the head of the crucifix and raising French count. Miss Genevieve Morripritheir
confined
not
but
by
leaders,
for example, the entirely legit- his voice one tone
higher again sings son will be the tough sales girl, Mrs.'
vate cult and understanding. Its blood Take,
imate extensions made of the idea "Ecce
Crucis."
Then going S. G. Cartwright the eccentric old
Lignum
Its
purthe blood of the people.
of private property for the benefit of to the middle of the altar he uncovers aunt, and Mary Foree
the leading
poses are the purposes shared by all modern
and trusts. A the whole cross and it is laid on a lady, while Mrs. Bren, besides directIts hopes are the hopes of modern corporations
mankind.
joint stock corporation can- cushion. Each member of the clergy ing the stage, will have a soubrette
all national civilization.
not in any proper sense be said to there venerates the cross while the part in the show. Mr. Bren will again
"This is the day upon which we base its
rights and powers upon the choir sings the Improperia and about he at the piano, and that means that1
utter our creed and renew our views.
of private property.
Its the end of it the candles are lighted. the musical end of the show will go'
principles
what
to
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It behooves us
are wholly derived from legis
Then there is a procession as on through without a hitch, as the big
powers
our creed is, and to answer the quest lation. It
for the con- Holy Thursday and the host is taken chorus has plenty to do, and Bren will
them
possesses
ion without subtlety or sopristication venience of
business at the sufferance from the repository and is placed on see that they do it right. The seat
in the plain terms of everyday life. ot the
Its stock is widely the altar. More prayers are said in sale will start Tuesday at 12 m.j
public.
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crete, not in the abstract.
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great Declaration of Independence the interests and the investments of tomary in the mass, however, but he the rest of their lives.
which Jefferson gave us, hut we canwhole communities.
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trol them; to safeguard our resources and the faithful refrain from playing
wing-named
lege, and for the rights of the people,
claimant has filed nomusic
on
this
same
the
as
day,
they
but privilege has worn many forms. and the lives of our workmen and would
abstain from joyousness on i tice of his intention to make final
naturwomen
and
chief
children
(our
What is the especial form of privilege
of great sadness in their own proof in support of his claim under
we now fight? How does it endanger al resources) against the selfishness day
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
families.
to
of
and
use
cut
all
profit;
private
the rights of the people, and what do
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
In
cities
in
east
the
states
and
many
.we mean to do in order to make our privileges and patronages and private Good
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
is
a
Friday
legal holiday. In
contest against it effectual?
What advantage and secret use of our fiscal the city of Allentown, Pa., it is said. Stats., 470), and that said proof will
to
burdens
the
equalize
be made before Register and Receivare to be the items of our new declara legislation;
the Thursday, Friday and Saturday of er at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N.
of taxation, and to throw open
tion of independence?
this
have
been
week
a
observed
as
to mankind."
on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario Quin-tan"By privilege, as we now fight it, gates of opportunity
triple holiday ever since a large por- M.,
of Rowe, N. M, for the claim
we mean control of the law, of legislation of the city burned down when
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
1418, being the W
SW
See. 28,
tion and adjudication by organizations,
these
were
not so observed.
days
Not Coal.)
(07042
NE
and the NE 4 SE
which do not represent the people,
In Germany particularly this is a SE
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E N. M. P. M.
by means which are private and sel Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. great feast, probably the greatest of
He names the following witnesses
fish and worthy of all condemnation,
the
In
is
it
year.
observed with to
Italy
March 10, 1911.
prove his actual continuoua adverse
We mean, specifically ,the conduct
Notica is hereby given that Ramon great devotion and many people keep possession of said tract for twenty
the
black
or
fast
not
streto"
"magro
Martinez y Lujan of Lamy, N. M., who,
years next preceding the survey of
on November 14, 1905, made home- eating anything with meat, milk, the
township, viz:
cream
or
oil
or
butter
it.
in
stead entry No.
for SE
Vicente Quintana, Antonio RoybaL
Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11
both of Pecos, N. M., Cleofes Garcia,
LEAPS
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice DENVER FINANCIER
TO DEATH FROM WINDOW. Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, N. M.
of intention to make final five year
Any person who desires to protest
proof to establish claim to the land
tha allowance of said proof,
against
Denver, Colo., April 14. Gustavus or who
above described, before Register and
knows of any substantial reaReceiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa Lowitt, once a merchant prince and son under the laws and
regulations of
Fe, N. M., on the 6th day of May. financial troubles have kept him' be- the Interior
Department why such
fore the public for several months and
1911.
proof should not be allowed will be
Claimant names as witnesses:
finally landed him in the city jail a given an opportunity at the
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. second time, ended his meteoric catime and place to
M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro
Mar- reer by a wild leap from a window on
the witnesses of said claimCran-meAntonio
r
Jose Garcia, all of the sixth floor of the Ernest&
tinez,
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Lamy, N. M.
building, Seventeenth and Cur- of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tis streets,, to instant death on the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
alley pavement below.
Register.
of

WILSON
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COMMISSION

IS

IDEAS

TO SQUELCH GAMBLING

1SJDBSERVED

-

hold

;

a

w

r.is

i

'

FOR RE.N'T-Ilo.unfurnished.

furnished

ise

or

U. L.

WANTED To bu a good second
anil ook stove, .iris- be ( heap. Ap
ply New Mexican.
-

i

WiTSJK

FOR SAL- E- Fine Piano and Housegoods,
Agua Fria.

;

j

ye.-.r-

-

3fo

A:

'

-

WANTED Agent to sell our line of
Coffees, etc., in Santa Fe on
commission.
Pond required, wagon
furnished.
Write Grand Union Tea
Co., Denver, Colo.

Tas.

h-

1

n

v

w

j

j

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 2;il.

m

j

I
j

SOCIETIES

HATERNAL

1

MASONIC.
Montezuma

f.-

"

now-a-day-

j

j

y

W

-

1

j

j

Payne-Aldric-

h

4

ft.

8626-0704-

4

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

5.$f

n?

i

7.30.
H. II. DORMA.V,

Master.

"v"

J

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,

1.

i

High Court of Baseball.

H. P.

ARTHVR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
i

Santa Fe Commandery
,,S"r"?"rl
believe that after 24 hours hav
1, K. T.
Regular
elapsed you will hear very little nior
conclave fourth Monof any betting syndicate."
ar
It has been learned through persons
uay in ta u momn
.
J
w
"jWeTWat
.uasomc tian ai r.i'l
v
.7
given as reference that the syndicate
j
V.-'-V"p. m.
is located in Newport,
Ky., and is
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
headed by a Louisville (Ky.) man well
known on the race tracks throughout W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
the country.
Santa
Fe Lodge of
Perfection
No.
14th
$50,000 Stallion Going to Russia.
1,
Allan Winter (2:06), the trotting
degree. Ancient and Acstallion which in 19o8 was sold to
cepted Scottish Rite of
Louis Wlnans of England for $50,000,
Free Masonry meets on
has been purchased by Frank Caton the third Monday of each month
for one of his patrons in Moscow, at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Russia. The purchase price was not Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
made public.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
KERMIT ROOSEVELT A RUNNER
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Son of Former President Competes In
Run at Boston, FinSecretary.
ishing Near End.

Hermann, chairman of the
national baseball commission, when
apprised of the betting syndicate that
had been organized to operate on the
games of the National and American
baseball leagues during the coming
season said:
"While it is news to mo, yet there
is no danger whatever that they can
ruin the national game. While I do
not care to divulge the course the commission will pursue in the matter, you
can say positively that this syndicate
will do no business whatever. We can
and will stop it Immediately.
"There is no question but what betting and gambling would ruin baseball.
We cannot and will not stand for it I
August

1,000-Yar-

-

ii

Jponn

d

B. P. O. E.

Kermlt Roosevelt, son of the

Santa Fe Lodge

No.
460, B. P. O. E. holds

without running number, unannounced and not appearing in the
program, competed in the 1,000-yarrun at the annual winter carnival of

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth-

d

-'

follo-

est

cation first Monday
of each month
at
Masonic - Hall
at

S. E. l.INNEY,

Plays and Players

n

Ixidge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-

j

y

J

Harvard university the other night,
but finished near the end of the field
of 20. A new world's record for an indoor relay race of 1,360 yards, four
men to a team, was made by the Boston Athletic association
team in a
race with the Harvard varsity quartet.
The new mark Is 3:08

"Kid" McCoy a Demonstrator.
"Kid" McCoy bobbed up at Philadelphia the other day as a demonstrator
In a local department store.
He is
demonstrating an athletic "consumption cure," and stands in the auditorium of the store four hours every day
endeavoring to persuade patrons that
he is in the employ of the concern,
which has an absolute cure for tuberculosis.
Girls Play Hookey.
Girls play a strenuous game of hockey In Australia. In a recent game between the Waratah and Thistle clubs,
the casualties were one finger broken
and another severely crushed, an eye
blackened and face irretrievably
a knee bruised and shin cut so
badly that the blood saturated a boot,
several mouths cut and a number of
shins sliced through shin pads.
dam-age-

The crop of ball players from the minors is getting so scarce each year
that some new way has to be devised
for getting recruits.
Battling Nelson announces he will
"fight again within sixty days." Why
Bat is going to keep the fans waiting
so long is a mystery.
Digger Stanley Is disappointed over
his reception in America, he says.
Considering his two fights it was rather chilly, to say the least.
Joe Cantillon has offered a wager
that he will tame Rube Waddell. He
ought to get big odds, as Rube has
worked under many magnates.
American bred dogs won over the
foreign rivals at the kennel exhibition
in New York. This was a wonderful
triumph that will be noticed in New
York.
Hofman's holdout did not last as
long as the ordinary player's. If he
had started to hold out a little sooner
be would have had a lot more advertising.
Wouldn't It be in order to wait a bit
before handing the new flag to the
Athletics? There is a fresh season
coming along and baseball dope oftep
goes awry.
Merchants
of Jacksonville,
Fla.,
say business there has been "utterly
demoralized by the vampires of the
turf who masquerade under the nam
of sport."
Addie Joss is a Swiss, Bender an Indian, Walter Johnson a Swede, Walsh
an Irishman, Reulbach a German,
Mathowgot a Scot and Coombs an
American.
Keep your old book of football rules
and go on studying them until next
fall. The code will be the same next
season and a few months' study may
give you an inkling of what the game
is like.
AI Kaufman knocked out Jim Flynn
In nine rounds
on August 28, 1S08.
Here is a chance for Carl Morris to
shine as a brighter "hope" than the
man who Bold himself for three years
for $50,000.
Mike Mitchell Is working out in
Jacksonville, Fla., Manager Griffith sent
him a uniform. Mike is quite successful
However
"beating the races."
he
thinks he can make more money playing ball this summer.
Southpaw Karger and Irving Young
were discarded by National league
clubs and put in time in the minors before being given a chance to come
back and show as members of the Red
Sox and White Sox thai they possessed
big league stuff.

Jockey Leaves $375,000.
Racing men in New York learn that
the will of the late Tom Loates, the
famous English Jockey, has just been
proved, showing an estate valued at
$875,000 on the official lists. This is
said to be the largest fortune ever
left by a professional jockey.
Sure to Do It.
"He is such a lazy man that he
Quite a "Lion."
took to manufacturing fans as the eas- She actually called him a "boast;"
He
felt
quite rufHud, but then
iest way of making a living."
'Twas a compliment, at least
"The easiest way?"
For she Invited him up In her "den."
"Sure. Isn't it certain to raise the
wind?"
More Work.
Stuhb What's the trouble,
old
Looks Like an Easy Mark.
You look angry enough to
chap?
"Mark Twain says he's been
fight.
again."
Penn-O- h,
I'm
It took me
"That's what he gets for wearing a an hour to button sizzling.
up my wife's waist
white suit around all the time."
in the back and then I told her a
joke and she laughed so much the
A Human Paradox.
buttons all flew open. What's the
"Isn't that Jellaby girl dense?"
use in telling a woman a joke, any"Yes, and she's so transparent"
how?

ers are invited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler,

J. D. SENA,

Secretary.

Order of Be?.vers.

Independent

Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting?
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President
C. J. NEIS.

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets
and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
Cor.
C. G. Richie,
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Farmer.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Laud Ollice at Santa Fe, N. M
March 17, 191L
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-il- a
Hibera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 11, 1904, made homestead entry amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
SW
Sec. 27, SE
for N
and NE
NE
SE
section
28, township 17 N range 12 E N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M
on the Cth day of May 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,
Pablo Gonzales. Toribio Gonzales, Enrique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
7843-0371- 7,

2

4

4

4

Register.
Sale of timber District No 3. Albiiquer.
que. New Mesk-jirll .1. 1911, Sealed bit),
marked outside. 'Bid, Timber Sale, jcner
15.
Keli
ry
lyil. Jemez National Fori
Notire,
to the IMstrirt Forester-Aleuijuerqu- e.
est niel fiddre-'-N. Mex..vill - be received up
tlieM li dof May 1!U, lor
to and
nil or any l art of the merehantiiBle dead
timber stain. iiK or down, and nil or any
part of the live timber marked for cut tin k
by the Fores' Otllcers, located in Sections
17, 18, 19,2M. T. 19N., R.6 E , ami In that portion of un.eurveyed townships 18 and 19 N.,
K.5 K.. N. M. P. M. lybiB south of the Alamos ( nnon. east of the Kaea Location No. 1
Grant, north of the FrIJoles fanon, and
west of the Ramon Vlfril Trnnt within the
Jemez National Forest, New Mexico, estimated to lie 10 million ft. B. M. more or less
of western yellow pine and Pouglas fir.
Nobid of lessthan S3.00 perM.ft. B.
M. will be considered and a deposit of
f500.00 must be sent to the First National
Bank of Albuquerque. N. M. for each bid

submitted to tbe Plstrlct Forester. Timber upon valid claims Is exempted from
sale. The right to reject any and all bids Is
reserved. For further information anU regulations governing sales address Forest
National Forest, Santa
Supervisor. Jemez
Fe.New Mex. ARTHUR P. RINGLAND,
Dlstilct Forester,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.
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FORGET

Presbyterian church next .Monday eve-- are forthcoming, there will be les3 consoling himself over the fact that
than $10,000 for the people of Portales he will have a seven seated White
ning April 17th.
CITY TOPICS
De Lara Fined
Steamer car here in a few days,
L. Gutierrez de Lara and vicinity to raise. The commitees
was found guilty in iiie corporation are at work to secure the necessary)
WOOL MARKET.
Frost in Mesilla Valley Thp nrescourt at Kl Paso when arraigned on a amoimi, ana oy me next
St. Louis Wool lower. Territory,
meeting, ent week has seen some remarkable
charge of attracting a crowd, but was which is set for Monday at 2 p. m., it varieties of weather, wind storms and and western mediums 1517; fine
Santa Fe, N. M., April 1 I.
the 13 VAjieuceu uia.L auinc ucuuuc aciiuiiioo one
found not guilty of disturbing
mgnt ice, as wen as irost in mediums 13gl5; fine llfil2.
The weather forecast for New
peace. His line was fixed at $23 by will be taken.
parks of the Mesilla valley. As far
V
or
Mexico Local rain tonight
the jury.
Don't Forget to buy sometfiing at as can be seen there was no appreciLIVESTOCK.
i
IS Saturday, colder tonight with
Penitentes Celebrate Today The the Rexall Store on Saturday April able damage done, though the unseaKansas City, Mo., Cattle Receipts
l
V frost in north and east, por- Penitentcs will begin their ceiemo- - loth and get a free souvenir. Fresh sonable cold will have a retarding ef- 500, no southern. Market steady.
e
V tiona.
nies in Tijeras and San Antonio some j(.e cream, soda and candy. Fischer fect on alfalfa and the cut will likely
steers: $5.4U(7,G.5G;
southern
twenty-fivmiles east ot this cny.Drug Co.
be 10 days later than was expected. cows, heifers $:j.30i?5; native cows,
Court at Las .Cruces The Tnited The fruit crop was not hurt and prom- heifers $:!fti;.25; 'stackers,
Yesterday a party or Indents of the
feeders
Hohner's Harmonicas are sold by University of New Mexico left for the suites court at Las Cruces has
ises to be the largest for several $4.75&.5.90; bulls $4.2o'&5.25; calves
a jrn.tl1,i until the fourth Saturday in years.
in the hope of obtaining
V. H. GOKBKL.
$i.506.70; western cows $3.255.25;
Souvenir Opening of our soda foun- glimpse of the ceremonies before ihey May The United States grand jury
Attor- - western steers $0.10.
Succeeds Col. Cunningham
tain Saturday, April loth. Fischer were finished. Albiuiuenpm journa
bas been discharged after returning ney R. H. Hanna, a 32d degree Mason
Hogs Receipts C.OOO. Bulk $0.10;
Gonzales Given Five Days Jesus a total of seven true and two no bills. has been
Drug Co.
appointed to succeed Col. heavy $0.05 G.20; packers, butchers
Scouts There Oonzales yesterday tried to take ad- The territorial
No meeting of Boy
grand jury finished its Harper S. Cunningham, deceased, as $G.10G.30; light 6.20&C.33.
will be no meeting of the Boy Scouts vantage of the fire at the Futrelle labors and was
discharged by Judge head of the Masons in Xew Mexico.
Market,
Sheep Receipts
3,000.
building at Albuquerque, and obtain F. W. Parker. This
tomorrow.
jury has returned lr. Hanna's title is deputy of the su-- steady.
Mutton $3.5014.75;
lambs
in
himself
the
for
merchandise
shape
Woman's
The
Missionary Society
total of 22 true and lo no bills dur- - preme council of the southern juris-in$5!g5.80; fed wethers, yearlings $4 ft1
Home and Foreign Missionary Society of crockery, of which he was trying
diction for Xew Mexico,
session.
Eighty-ninits
witnesses
fed western ewes $3.504-25- .
will meet tomorrow at, ;! p. m. with to dispose to obtain the necessities of were
i
of 5.25;
Observed Feast The Masons
examined.
Cattle
'
life. At least this is the story of the
Chicago
.Mrs. Fiske.
Receipts 1,000.
Fe
feast
the
observed
the
called
Court at Tucumcari Xo important Santa
Market steady.
Beeves $5.25 G.75;
Placido hungry wife and little child of the man
of lights" in their
Charged With Burglary
"extinguishing
come
court
at
have
cases
before
the
Texas steers $4.50'?i5.70;
western
Carcia and Jose M. Carrillo were ar-- ' when taken into court. The sentence
')le last niSht and ,he ceremony was
during the three days past attended
steers $4. Soft 5. S5; stockers,
feeders
rested by city detectives at. El I'aso was five days in the cooler.
more
or
fifteen
prominent
by
of this term of district court now be
Were Not f.eutrality Violators
and lodged in the county jail on charg$4.105.SO; cows, heifers $2.705.85.
Masons of this city.
held
The
suit
here.
Dupree
Martin Casillas and fiabino Cano who ing
13,000.
Market
es of burglary.
Hogs Receipts
Were Class Mates An interesting
of the
Five Years for Assault A jury in were arrested on a charge of violation against the city and contractor
C. J. slow, steady. Light. $G.15(g 6.85; mix- was
made
discovery
Attorney
by
the :14th district court at El Paso gave of the neutrality law and against sanitary sewer system, for an alleged Xeis of the U S. land office, and
$GG.50; heavy $5.S0G.30; rough
a verdict fit five years in the case of whom the federal grand jury at El negligence in leaving an open ditch D. Xesbitt, the millionaire bank presi-- $5.80 if; G; good to choice, heavy $G?(
com-been
l
has
Carlos Sevedra, who was charged 'with Paso failed to bring indictments, were enprotected by lights,
dent of Pittsburg, who is here
pigs $G.15?tC.GO; bulk $6.15!?
iomised out of court, on a payment
released from their bonds. Casillas
an assault on Tom Anderson.
a law case. Mr. Xies and Mr.j G.35.
tending
Bought Tesuque Ranch Dr. A. J. was out on a $300 bond and Cano's of $:100. The most important, case for Xesbitt attended law school together. Sheep Receipts
Market
3,000.
the coming week is the suit of the in Washington several years ago.
Casner has bought the Carlos Vierra bond was $200.
western
native
$3.15
steady,
$3(&4.70;
From 27 to 55 Degrees That was Robert Hodges heirs against Home
ranch in the Tesmnie valley and will
lambs
yearlings
$4.405.40;
14.70;
in temperature yesterday,
the
the
death
for
for
range
brothers
He
with
his
out
move
damages
family.
shortly
If you want
on earth try native $1. 75ft G. 10; western $4.75fii
will make the trips to his office in and the average relative humidity was of Robert Hodges a few months ago. a New Mexicananything
G.15.
Ad.
Want
cent.
;!!
ex
The lowest temperature due to the caving in of the cellar
per
this city on his motorcycle. He covTh.i
degrees and cavation at Vorenberg hotel.
during last night was
ers the distance in IS minutes.
The case is set
St. Mi-- : at G a. m. today it was 11 degrees. suit is for $25,000.
Ball
Game Tomorrow
chad's College team will cross bats Yesterday was a .clear day with in- fcr Tuesday.
with the New Mexico University team creasing cloudiness in the afternoon
Was Toting a Pistol Adrian Gutierof Albuquerque at St. Michael's Col- and clear at night .with falling temper- rez was arrested by the police at El
when the sky bePaso, Texas, and a charge of carrying
lege grounds tomorrow afternoon at ature until midnight
o'clock. Mayor Seligman will open came overcast with clouds and caused a pistol docketed against him at the
warmer weather during the remain- police station. He had a large caliber
the game by tossing the first hall,
revolver with a barrel about IS inch
Huertas der of the night.
Stole a Clock Guadalupe
To every customer on Saturday, es long and none of the policemen
was arrested at El Paso and docketed
at the police station on a charge of April lath we will give a free souve-- ! had ever seen a similar weapon. It is
burglary. It. was charged that he had nir. Opening of the soda fountain. of American manufacture and a valuable weapon.
broken into the store of Emiliano Or-- : Fischer Drug' Co. The Kexall store.
Weather Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
BerIndicted
for Counterfeiting
tuzar on Overland street and taken
Cimarron Election The result .)f
a cheap clock therefrom. The clock the election held at Cimarron. Colfax muda Perez, who was indicted
by
Best Made.
Roofing is
was found in his possession when the county, for officers
in some the federal grand jury on a charge of
acwas
arrest was made.
,
change of officers. 'I he Citizens tick- making counterfeit money,
We Guarantee It.
Pictures Postponed Through some et, headed by James Livingston, for quitted by the jury in the United
unknown cause the lantern slides for mayor, was elected mayor over C. O. States district court at El Paso, Tex.
wade or
Africa" Pease
Darkest
She was arrested together with Celso
the trip "Through
by 24 votes, Henry Livran for
At small cost you can cover your
I
Perez by the United States officers
have not. arrived and it: will therefore
MATERIAL
KEST
GDE
IS
V.
Hickman
defeated
li.
by
clerk,
five weeks ago and their case
roof
with WATERPROOF and have an
be necessary lo postpone the pictures
about,
votes, John Broeketi was defeated by was turned over to the federal
until next Monday evening, April 17th.
grand
Lambert for marshal by one
absolutely
Fred
tight roof, that will not
All tickets will be honored
indictments
which
at the
brought
You
vote. Perfecto Cordova and John '.iv- - jury
can
leak.
lay it over an old shingle
elso Perez, who pleadagainst both.
ingston, for trustees, were on both ed guilty to the charge has not been
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
tickets, also h. R. Butler for treasurer. sentenced yet.
I
about half as much as shingles and is
Portales After New Railroad At
Walked 12 Miles After havof heat
better. It is a
ATTRACTIVE EASTER GIFT the railroad booster meeting held in ingThey
accident to
journeyed without
Roosevelt county, raised
no
one
mechacan
cold.
or
portales,
it,
La
recrossed
lay
Any
Albuquerque and having
A DAINTY BOOLKET
of the $.10,000 bonus required of
hill without a mishap, Frank
Comes
in roll
nic
Bajada
up
put
required.
"The Cat That Was Asked for
Portales in order to secure the road, Owen and his party of motorists found
of the
cement
inside
nails
and
with
St.
Church."
Louis.
Ilunc
division point, and machine shops. It their driving shaft broken about 12 kjjjjo5
Tale of an
garden with a is expected that many of the farmers miles from this city yesterday after
package. It will last from 15 to 20
happy eliding,
in the valley will sun serine $1 per noon and well, they simply walked
years. Come in and let us show you.
acre on their land' and this will rap-- i home. With Mr. Owen were Carlos
By MRS. L. B. PRINCE
idly swell the amount. In case the Creamer, Alfred Muller and A. .1.
35c.
sugar beet people secure the entire Griffin. Otherwise they had a very
For sale at Wcltmer's and the Capi- 32,000 acres for the factory they have fine trip which was taken for business
tal Pharmacy.
agreed to donate JlO.ooO toward the as well as pleasure. Mr. Owen got
& Supply Co.
railroad, and in case the '.',2,000 acres his car into the city today. But he is
j

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc.
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE FRl IT JUST RECEIV ED
DON'T
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GROCERY and BAKERY
BUTTER
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The Giving of Easter Gifts
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HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVEREACH YEAR
SALLY OBSERVED
A

it

5!

::

PARTICULARLY SUITED

FOR

THE

OCCASION

W.'

I

j

::

and
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-G- old
Silver-Pl- ain
and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

it

S.

VOIR

BEST

Your Roof

FRIENDS

SPITZ,

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

1

i

Should be the Best

'

the

'

For One Week i
Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair

it

K

!

.

$10,-no-

it

(72..

v.

old-tim- e

j

it

K

Si
V--

IK

Price

The Santa Fe Hardware

Choose Your Easter Outfit In Our New
ent.
F ashio n
The

A

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

Complete and

Authoritative

Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits, and Skirts.

Easter Gowns.

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever
attempted.

m II

i

Here our patrons will find positively
the very latest and most advariced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identical fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wear
ing. Here you will find hints & sugges
tions for your new Spring Suit. Regard-les- s
of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value
for the money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come
see this magnificent display of the NEWEST SPRING FASHIONS.

t

NATHAN SALMON.

